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1 Introduction 
During its fourth Project year, the SCEC Community Modeling Environment 

(SCEC/CME) Project, a National Science Foundation Information Technology Research 
Project, continued to make excellent progress towards the goal of constructing an 
information infrastructure for Seismic Hazard Analysis (SHA). 

Researchers on the SCEC/CME Project perform basic research in both the 
Geosciences and in Information Science. The Geosciences research is focused on the 
problem of seismic hazard analysis. The Information Science research on the Project 
includes the application of knowledge representation and reasoning to the construction of 
scientific workflows as well as research in grid computing, large scale data management, 
and high performance computing. Together with this basic research, Project participants 
are also building and integrating the SCEC/CME system which is grid-based computer 
system that allows researchers to execute SHA programs using a variety of geophysical 
models. In addition, SCEC/CME researchers perform special studies utilizing the 
technologies and computing techniques developed on the project. The TeraShake 
earthquake wave propagation simulations, performed by SCEC/CME researchers over 
this Project year 4 and discussed in some detail later in this report, is an example of such 
a special study. 

The SCEC/CME geophysical research is organized around four computational 
pathways (Figure 1). The first three represent increasing levels of sophistication in the 
use of physics-based simulations to forward-model earthquake behaviors, while the 
fourth represents a collection of important seismological inverse problems. SCEC/CME 
researchers performed basic geophysical research in each of these pathways during 
Project year four. 

Figure 1: SCEC/CME Computational Pathways are used to organize the 
geophysical research on the Project. The Pathways are (1) Current 
methodology in probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. (2) Ground-motion 
prediction using an anelastic wave model (AWM) and a site-response model 
(SRM). (3) Earthquake forecasting using a fault-system model (FSM) and a 
rupture-dynamics model (RDM). (4) Inversion of ground-motion data for 
parameters in the unified structural representation (USR), which includes 3D 
information on active faults, tectonic stresses, and seismic wave speeds. 
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2 Vertical Integration for Cyberinfrastructure 
Early in the SCEC/CME Project development, we created a simple, layered, system 

architecture for our Community Modeling Environment. An up-to-date version of that 
layered architecture is shown in Figure 2. 

 

This six layer architecture for Cyberinfrastructure captures the architectural elements 
expressed in the SCEC/CME proposal including appropriate application of grid 
computing, digital libraries, geophysical applications, scientific workflows, and 
knowledge representation and reasoning tools. 

The layered structure reduces the coupling between elements of the project. Each 
layer interacts with other layers through well defined interfaces. This helps to isolate each 
layer from changes in other parts of the system. 

Since the SCEC/CME is a system designed to help scientists perform computational 
and data oriented scientific research, this system architecture, in many aspects, describes 
the larger Cyberinfrastructure required in many other scientific domains. 

The SCEC/CME Project is performing several roles in Cyberinfrastructure design 
and development. First, our development groups are actively developing several layers in 
this architecture including Intelligent Assistants to facilitate construction of workflows, 
scientific workflows, domain applications (in our case geophysical applications), and 
compute grid and data grid capabilities. 

In addition, we are performing vertical integration of these layers. As we pursue the 
seismic hazard analysis focus of our project, our project utilizes each of these 
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Figure 2: SCEC/CME Cyberinfrastructure Layering 
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Cyberinfrastructure layers. Through this vertical integration, our system helps to verify 
that all of the layers in the Cyberinfrastructure work together well.  

We believe it is very important to any Cyberinfrastructure initiative to validate the 
infrastructure by insuring that some scientific research groups vertically integrate all 
aspects of the system. The SCEC/CME Project is actively participating in the 
Cyberinfrastructure initiative by acting in such a vertical integration role. 

3 Major SCEC/CME Project Year 4 Accomplishments 
As we reviewed this busy and productive Project Year four, we identified a small 

number of activities and accomplishments that we believe represent transformative 
results. These accomplishments highlight our significant progress towards the goal of a 
Community Modeling Environment for Seismic Hazard Analysis. This short list does not 
indicate the depth and breadth of the work on the Project. However these efforts are 
representative of the type of work being performed on the Project and the progress of 
these selected efforts provide some indication of the overall progress of the Project. 

Each of these accomplishments is an interdisciplinary, transformative, and 
integration-oriented activity. In each case, the results have been produced through by 
computer scientists working closely with SCEC geoscientists. We believe these results 
from our interdisciplinary collaboration are a strong validation of the interdisciplinary 
research goal of the NSF Information Technology Research (ITR) Program. 

3.2 OpenSHA Application 
The OpenSHA software development is a component-based framework for Seismic 

Hazard Analysis (SHA). This framework implements software tools that support 
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis. The OpenSHA capabilities represent the 
SCEC/CME Pathway 1 computational approach to SHA. 

The OpenSHA conceptual framework has proven to be a flexible and robust 
characterization of seismic hazard analysis. OpenSHA represents PSHA calculations 
through a set of fundamental objects. Two primary objects within the OpenSHA 
framework are an Earthquake Rupture Forecast (ERF), and an Intensity Measure 
Relationship (IMR). The OpenSHA conceptual framework for SHA is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: The OpenSHA Framework for Seismic Hazard Analysis 



Seismic Hazard codes are written to implement instances of these fundamental 
objects. The power of the OpenSHA framework is that any SHA codes that are 
implemented as instances of the basic OpenSHA objects can be combined to perform 
PSHA and SHA analysis.  

OpenSHA has transformed how PSHA calculations are done because it provides 
interoperability between SHA components. Prior to the development of the OpenSHA, 
each implementation of a Seismic Hazard code was stand alone. However, basic SHA 
analysis requires that ERF and IMR capabilities are combined to calculate hazard curves. 
By implementing SHA codes as OpenSHA components, SHA codes can be combined in 
ways never before possible, providing scientists with insights not available prior to the 
development of OpenSHA. 

The flexibility of OpenSHA’s component model has been demonstrated by its 
proven ability to support a wide range of PSHA components. A table of the components 
that it current supports is given in Table 1. This list includes the WGCEP-2002 
Earthquake Rupture Forecast (ERF) for Northern California which is the most 
sophisticated ERF ever developed. 

Table 1: List of SHA Programs that are currently implemented as OpenSHA 
Components. 

Intensity-Measure Relationships 
(Attenuation Relationships) 
 

Earthquake Rupture Forecasts
 

Boore et al. (1997) 
 

PEER Area 
 

Abrahamson & Silva (1997) 
 

PEER Non-Planar Fault 
 

Campbell (1997) 
 

PEER Multi-Source 
 

Sadigh et al. (1997) 
 

PEER Logic Tree 
 

Field (2000) 
 

Poisson Fault ERF 
 

Abrahamson (2000) 
 

Fault Rupture ERF 
 

Campbell & Bazorgnia (2003) 
 

USGS/CGS (1996) 
 

ShakeMap (2003) 
 

STEP So. Cal. (2003) 
 

SEA (Spudich et al., 1999) 
 

STEP Alaska Pipeline (2003) 
 

USGS Combined (2004) 
 

WGCEP (2002) 
 

Wells & Coppersmith (1994) 
 

USGS/CGS (2002) 
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In addition to developing the OpenSHA framework, and implementing components 
within the framework, the OpenSHA group has applied these tools to particular problems 
in a number of special studies. 

In one study, the OpenSHA group calculated a series of probabilistic Hazard Maps 
using the OpenSHA components. These maps were calculated by combining the 
WGCEP-2002 ERF with a variety of Intensity Measure Relationships that have been 
implemented as components in the OpenSHA system. Some of the hazard maps 
calculated in this study are shown in Figure 4. 

The variations in these PSHA hazard maps indicating the uncertainties in the 
existing geophysical models and in the IMR’s. All of the IMR’s currently implemented in 
OpenSHA are attenuation relationships. In order to reduce the uncertainties in this type of 
PSHA analysis, the SCEC/CME Project is developing physics-based IMR’s that use 3D 
waveform modeling.  

Figure 4: Maps of the peak ground acceleration (PGA) that has a 50-
percent chance of being exceeded in 50 years, computed using the different 
attenuation relationships as labeled.  The maps on the left are for the entire 
region treated as rock (Wills et al. (2000) “BC” class), and those on the right 
include site effects as modeled by each attenuation relationship (and using 
the translation scheme in Table 1).  

Another study performed by the OpenSHA working group involved calculations of 
ground motions for a specific scenario event, in this case, an earthquake on the Puente 
Hills Fault underneath downtown Los Angeles. 

The OpenSHA software was used to calculate a series of ground motion estimates, 
exploring the uncertainties in the geological models, the intensity measure relationships, 
and the magnitude of the earthquake. The resulting ground motion estimates were used as 
inputs to a loss-estimation program called HAZUS-MH. The resulting calculations 
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produced loss estimates for the scenario events. A map produced in this study is shown in 
Figure 5.  A loss estimate map indicating building loss estimates is shown in Figure 6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 The OpenSHA working group has also been actively publishing their results. 
They have published seismological articles that outline the OpenSHA tools and 
capabilities (Field et al, 2005). They have also published computer science-oriented 
material in geophysical magazines (Maechling et al, 2005) describing aspects of the 
design and implementation of their software. 

Figure 5: Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) ground motion maps calculated 
using OpenSHA software for simulated Puente Hill’s earthquakes showing 
regions of strong ground motion calculated. 

Figure 6: Building Loss Estimates from HAZUS-MH for a scenario Puente 
Hills earthquake. 
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3.3 TeraShake Wave Propagation Simulations 
The SCEC/CME Project conducted a series of large earthquake wave propagation 

simulations during Project Year 4. These simulations were termed the “TeraShake” 
simulations. These large collaborative efforts are transformative in several ways. One, the 
large scale and high resolution of the simulations have established new standards for 
regional earthquake simulations. Also, the large interdisciplinary group involved in this 
work has moved geophysicists toward large, big science, collaborative efforts in support 
of such simulations. And finally, the software tools developed to run these simulations, 
optimized to run at large scale at national supercomputer facilities, are now a “simulation 
platform” upon which further similar studies can be based. 

The TeraShake simulations are a series of scenario wave propagation simulations 
of a large rupture (Mw7.7) on the southern San Andreas Fault. Paleo-seismic studies 
indicate that this region may be overdue for a significant earthquake and the fault 
geometry indicates the fault is capable of large earthquakes including events in the 
Mw7.7 range.  

The TeraShake simulations explore the consequences of such a large earthquake on 
southern California. The simulations were performed using tested, validated, anelastic 
wave propagation simulation software written by SCEC/CME researcher Kim Olsen. The 
simulations used the SCEC CVM3.0, a 3D velocity model of the region. The simulations 
used a kinematic rupture description derived by SCEC/CME researcher Steven Day from 
the observed 2002 Denali rupture but scaled down to a magnitude appropriate for the 
southern San Andreas fault segment. A variety of rupture descriptions were simulated, 
including a south to north breaking rupture, and a north to south breaking rupture. 

The TeraShake simulations showed significant differences in the ground motions 
based on the rupture direction. A side-by-side comparison of the rupture is shown in 
Figure 7. 

The TeraShake simulations were large, interdisciplinary, collaborative efforts that 
involved researchers across the Project. The simulation size including both computational 
and data storage requirements pushed SCEC simulations to a new scale. The simulations 
were only possible with very strong, long term, support by numerous organizations 
throughout the Project. A large part of the success of the TeraShake simulations was a 
demonstration of what a highly collaborative group can accomplish. 
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Figure 7: Side-by-Side comparison of Peak Ground Velocity Magnitude (PGV) of 
two Mw7.7 ruptures on the southern San Andreas. The left image shows a north 
to south rupture, and the right image shows a south to north rupture. 



 
The TeraShake simulations were run at the San Diego Supercomputer Center. We 

received significant technical support from the TeraGrid scientific computing staff. The 
AWM-Olsen code was identified as a TeraGrid Strategic Application Collaboration 
(SAC). Through this program, we received significant help porting our software to the 
TeraGrid machines.  

The San Diego Supercomputer Center Visualization Services group also worked 
very closely with the SCEC/CME Project to produce a series of outstanding animations 
showing the TeraShake simulation results in beautiful detail. An image from one of these 
animations is shown in Figure 8. 

The scientific analysis of the TeraShake simulations is under active investigation, 
and already several results are evident. 

Figure 8: Image from SDSC Visualization Services animation of a TeraShake 
Rupture showing instantaneous displacement magnitude 75 seconds into a 
simulation of a south to north breaking Mw7.7 rupture. 

 While not entirely unexpected, the large, off-fault, strong ground motions 
produced by the south to north breaking rupture are quite remarkable. Long period 
ground motions in the Los Angeles Basin of greater than 3m/s are predicted by this 
simulation. Just what combination of basin effects, edge effects, and wave guiding by the 
terrain lead to these motions is still being investigated, but this result has significant 
implications for seismic hazard analysis in the southern California region. 
 These simulations demonstrate the value of working at the Tera-Scale level. 
Smaller simulations, using a region close to the fault, would not have observed the large 
ground motions seen in these simulations that are located well off the fault. 
 Also, the process of planning, and running these simulations has established the 
AWM-Olsen software a type of “simulation platform”. The software has been carefully 
evaluated and optimized for use at national Supercomputer facilities. While the initial 
simulation run took several months to plan and the simulation run-time lasted several 
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days, later simulations were performed in a week’s time, with simulation run time of less 
than two days. This increased efficiency is due largely to the accumulated knowledge, 
software tools, and lessons learned during the initial TeraShake simulation. 

The code has now been entered in the SCEC software repository for use by other 
modelers interested in running this type of simulation. The software has become part of 
the SCEC/CME Cyberinfrastructure. 

3.4 SCEC/CME Component-based Workflow System 
The essential concept behind a Community Modeling System for the geosciences is 

a system that enables scientists to run earthquake simulations by combining simulation 
codes, and geophysical models, easily and in new combinations. Such a system would 
allow scientists to explore ideas, and to play “what if”, without a large investments of 
time integrating disparate components.  

We believe our work this year on a component-based workflow system of 
seismological components transforms how scientists and students perform wave 
propagation simulations. Using our system, scientists can now combine geophysical 
models and geophysical codes together in new combinations. The system allows the user 
to configure the simulation, select the computational and geophysical components to use, 
then run the simulations using a grid-based workflow system, and also manage the 
metadata required to make use of the results of computations done with the system. 

As we expressed earlier, the OpenSHA software tools have enabled this type of 
capability for Pathway 1 SHA calculations. Our work this year has successfully 
implemented a corresponding, component-based, simulation system for the more 
complex, computationally expensive, and data intensive Pathway 2 simulations. 
 During Project Year 4, we developed a system for running earthquake wave 
propagation simulations using a component-based approach. Now, Pathway 2 
geophysical models, such as velocity models, and computational models, such as AWM 
simulation codes can be used interchangeably in our scientific workflows. 
 As an example, Figure 9 shows a series of calculations for the same simulated 
earthquake produced by the SCEC/CME component-based pathway 2 workflow system. 
This image shows how an operator has run a series of wave propagation simulations 
using the SCEC/CME System. In each simulation, the operator has varied some aspect of 
the simulation. In some cases, they have selected different velocity models, including the 
SCEC CVM3.0, the Harvard Velocity Model, and the Hadley-Kanamori model. The 
resulting images show how the selection of velocity model affects the ground motions 
predict by the simulation. The operation has also selected different wave propagation 
codes, selecting Olsen-AWM (Finite Difference), Graves-AWM (Finite Difference), or 
CMU’s Hercules (Finite element). The codes, although validated against each other, 
produce slightly different ground motion predictions.  

An important capability of this component-based workflow system is the careful 
metadata management performed behind the scenes. The computations in our system are 
metadata driven. At each step, in the multi-step workflow, metadata describing the 
computational setup and parameters is managed by the system. This metadata is 
associated with the data products and it provides a detailed description of the data 
products so that they can be properly interpreted.  
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Figure 9: Ground Motion Maps produced by the SCEC/CME system 
for a series of simulated earthquake. The simulations used a variety of 
geophysical models (velocity models) and AWM codes and displayed 
results as either Peak Ground Velocity or Peak Ground Acceleration. 

  
Our component-based pathway 2 simulation system has a browser-based user 

interface. The simulations are run using our grid-based workflow. We have written a 
User’s Guide to the SCEC/CME System that describes how to run simulations using the 
system. Graduate students at SCEC participating Universities have used the system to run 
simulations as part of their graduate work.  
 The capabilities of this system are exactly aligned with the goals of the 
SCEC/CME proposal. The component-based Pathway 2 simulation capabilities 
developed this year on the Project are a realization of the geophysical collaboratory 
concept expressed in the SCEC/CME proposal. 

3.5 Integrated Scientific Workflow System 
An important Information Technology research area for our Project is in the area of 

scientific workflows. We believe our integrated scientific workflow system will 
transform the construction and execution of scientific workflows by allowing non-
sophisticated users to construct and run complex simulations. The enabling technologies 
behind our workflow system are knowledge-bases, created by domain experts, which 
help shield users from the complexity of the underlying computational models and 
execution environment. 
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A large, interdisciplinary, group of SCEC/CME Project participants including 
geoscientists, knowledge capture experts, knowledge representation and reasoning 
experts, data management experts, and grid computing experts created a working group 
this year to develop and integrate an end-to-end scientific workflow system. 

The focus of this effort is to produce a scientific workflow system that is easy, or 
easier, to use. We believe this work can transform scientific workflow system from 
complex, experts-only tools, to tools accessible to non-sophisticated users. This ease-of-
use is enabled through knowledge-based tools that hide the complexity of the 
computational models, and the computational environment, from the user while providing 
the user with assistance as they perform their workflow construction and job submission. 
Scientific workflow support for non-sophisticated users is a key requirement of the 
SCEC/CME system. 

Our architecture and design group recognizes that ease-of-use must be implemented 
at each stage in workflow construction and execution. This requires an integrated effort 
across all layers in the workflow construction and execution. The work we performed this 
Project year spanned all the layers in the software stack, from Intelligent Interfaces that 
guide construction of a workflow, to concept-based metadata management tools, to meta-
schedulers that help execute workflows in a grid-based, high-performance and high 
throughput environment. The overall architecture of our workflow system is shown in 
Figure 10. 
 
 

Figure 10: SCEC/CME Integrated Workflow Architecture. Intelligent Assistants 
help users construct and run complex workflows in a grid-based environment. 
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Our workflow system begins with an Intelligent Assistant interface called the 
Composition Analysis Tool (CAT). This browser-based workflow template editor uses an 
OWL-based description of computational modules and their associated data to types to 
guide the user in the construction of a valid workflow. 

Once a workflow template has been constructed, our system allows users to search 
for metadata using a concept-based metadata search tool, called DataFinder. This tool 
helps to map from domain concepts to specific metadata attributes using a domain 
ontology that characterizes metadata attributes in domain concepts. 

Both our CAT and DataFinder intelligent assistant tools use a service-based 
architecture that allows them to be integrated into distributed applications without 
requiring distribution of the knowledge-bases themselves. 

Our workflow system has integrated SCEC geophysical models and geophysical 
application programs into this workflow system. 

In order to execute workflows, and to manage the data and metadata associated with 
these simulations, we have integrated the Virtual Data System, a collection of grid-based 
tools that include Globus, CondorG, Chimera, Pegasus, and data management tools 
including the Replica Location Service (RLS) and the Metadata Catalog System (MCS). 
The Pegasus system functions as a meta-scheduler, providing analysis of workflows, job 
bundling, data transfers, and metadata management. The user is shielded from the 
underlying complexities of the grid-based execution environment through these workflow 
tools. 

The architecture, design, development and integration of this system were major 
Project development efforts during Project Year 4. We believe that it is only through a 
highly interdisciplinary group effort, like ours on the SCEC/CME Project, that such a 
highly vertically integrated system can be developed. Not only does the Project bring the 
inter-disciplinary information technologist together to build the system, we have also 
applied the emerging system to a challenging domain problem, the problem of seismic 
hazard analysis. This effort, and the successful demonstration of the end to end 
functionality of this system at the SCEC/CME Summer 2005 All-Hands meeting 
represents an outstanding example of SCEC/CME vertical integration across leading-
edge Cyberinfrastructure technologies. 

4 SCEC/CME Project Management 
The SCEC/CME Project management has remained essentially unchanged 

throughout this Project Year 4. 
 The SCEC/CME Project Steering Committee is responsible for all aspects of Project 
oversight, including setting the research agenda and monitoring results. The SCEC/CME 
Project Steering Committee is chaired by the Principal Investigator, T. Jordan (USC), and 
includes the three co-P.I.’s, C. Kesselman (ISI), J. B. Minster (SIO), and R. Moore 
(SDSC), and the SCEC Information Architect, Philip Maechling (USC). This group 
continued their management role during Project Year 4. 
 Members of the Steering Committee met several times during this performance 
period to discuss the current Project status and to develop development plans for the 
Project. These SCEC/CME Steering Committee meetings included the SCEC Annual 
Meeting (Sept, 2004) and the SCEC/CME All-Hands Meeting (June, 2005). 
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 The SCEC Information Architect acts as the Project Manager and is responsible for 
software integration and interoperability, including integration with other components of 
SCEC. This USC-based position is co-supported by the Project and the SCEC base 
funding.  

5 SCEC/CME Education, Collaborations, and Outreach 

5.2 Graduate Student Researchers 
The following graduate students participated in research activities on the SCEC/CME 

Project during Project year 4. Their specific contributions are noted in the working group 
reports. 

 
• Julia Clark (Geo) – SDSU 
• Siobhan Corish (Geo) – UCSB 
• Susana Custodio (Geo) - UCSD 
• Julio Lopez (CS) – CMU 
• Shuo Ma (Geo) – UCSB 
• Leonardo Ramirez-Guzman (CEE) – CMU 
• Tiankai Tu (CS) – CMU 
• Marc Spraragen (CS) – USC/ISI 
• Jeremy Zechar (Geo) – USC 
• Peter Powers (Geo) – USC 
• Jake Talley (CS) – SDSU 
• Gurmeet Singh (CS) – USC/ISI 
• Yi Li (CS) - UCSD 
• Visakan Kalimuthu (CS) – UCSD 
• Yuanfang Hu (CS) – UCSD 
• Yuanfang Hu (CS) - SDSC 

5.3 Project Collaborations and Outreach 
SCEC/CME researchers participated in a both computer science and geosciences 

collaborations during Project Year 4. A number of our Project Year 4 collaborative and 
outreach activities are listed below. 

 
NSF Interoperability Workshop 

SCEC/CME Project participants sponsored and took part in an NSF sponsored data 
interoperability workshops, including meetings at SDSC, and a follow-up design 
workshop at Lamont-Doherty. In the final report, SCEC/CME system is discussed as s 
representative system. 
 
GEON All Hands Meeting 

SCEC/CME representatives prepared an abstract and Poster describing the 
SCEC/CME digital library developments. They also attended both days of the All Hands 
Meeting. 
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UNAVCO/IRIS Joint Workshop and Meeting 
SCEC/CME Project participants presented Project material at both the CIG 

Workshop, and the Web Services Workshop held prior to the start of the UNAVCO/IRIS 
meeting. We also presented several posters at this meeting. 
 
EarthScope National Meeting 
 SCEC/CME Project participants presented an abstract and poster at the first 
annual EarthScope National Meeting. The abstract recognized that EarthScope data 
collection might benefit from analysis and modeling capabilities similar to the 
capabilities being developed on the SCEC/CME system. The SCEC/CME system may 
provide a useful pilot project for such an EarthScope Modeling System. 
 
e-Science Interoperability Workshop 

The SCEC/CME Knowledge Capture group organized an interoperability 
workshop with the myGrid, SEEK, BIRN, GEON, and GriPhyN projects, October 
18-22, 2004.  This is funded in part by a Link-up project within the e-Science Core 
Programme in the UK (Carole Goble, University of Manchester is PI, Yolanda Gil of 
University of Southern California and Bertram Ludaescher of University of California 
San Diego are co-PIs).  The e-Science Core Programme, managed by EPSRC on behalf 
of the other Research Councils, funded travel and networking projects to establish links 
with leading Grid/e-Science projects from around the globe. The slides and a final report 
on this workshop are available at http://www.mygrid.org.uk/linkup. 
 
GRIDS Center Workshop 
 SCEC/CME presented at a Grid middleware conference in Chicago in Summer, 
2005. We discussed how our earthquake simulations were driving new middleware 
requirements. We discussed the challenges we faced running our grid-based scientific 
workflows using the National Middleware Initiative (NMI) software stack on SCEC, 
USC, and TeraGrid computing facilities. 
 
SC2004 
 SC is a large annual supercomputing conference. SCEC/CME Project was heavily 
represented at SC2004. Project representatives demonstrated our workflow system, and 
our interactive, grid-based visualization tools interacting with TeraShake volumetric data. 
 
Seismological Society of America 
 SCEC/CME Project participants presented abstracts and posters for the national 
SSA meeting in Lake Tahoe in 2005. 
 
GlobusWorld 2005 

The SCEC/CME team presented details of the types of challenges faced by SCEC 
and how the SCEC/CME Workflow using Globus, Pegasus and NMI based tools were 
helping address these challenges 
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5.4 UseIT Intern Program 
In SCEC/CME Project Year 4, the SCEC/UseIT (Undergraduate Studies in 

Earthquake Information Technology) internship program successfully expanded, almost 
doubling in size, and now supports nearly two dozen undergraduates from around the 
nation. The team-based, interdisciplinary program has been established as a National 
Science Foundation Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Site, jointly funded 
by the computer and earth science directorates (CISE and GEO). Additional funding 
comes from the SCEC/ITR grant, the USC College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences, the 
USC Undergraduate Research Program, and USC Viterbi School of Engineering.  Each 
SCEC/CME Project Year straddles two summer programs, so we report on the 
conclusion of summer 2004, and the beginning of summer 2005. 

Most UseIT interns engineer interactive visualization software to benefit 
collaborative earthquake science.  Others use this software to create visualization 
products for education and outreach, including animated movies and snapshots that have 
been employed by TV and print media.  In particular, the May, 2005, SCEC/USGS press 
conference about estimated losses from a Puente Hills earthquake featured an animated 
movie made by program interns, using intern software.  Portions of the movie received 
widespread local media coverage. 

By the end of summer, 2004, the UseIT interns had succeeded in creating a stable 
distribution of their first visualization software, called LA3D, in time for this Java-based 
tool to be used by SCEC geologists who were reviewing proposed changes to the SCEC 
Community Fault Model.  Interns provided software downloads and support through a 
browser-based, interactive, bug tracking system, also designed and implemented by a 
program intern.  Also in summer, 2004, UseIT interns experimented with development of 
a new visualization package, still in Java and Java3D, but with a global perspective, and 
an easily extensible, plug-in architecture modeled after the Eclipse IDE.  

During the 2004-2005 school years, presentations of LA3D and the new visualization 
software, SCEC-VDO (Virtual Display of Objects), won two new awards for the intern 
group. In addition, UseIT interns presented their research at the SCEC Annual Meeting 
and AGU. The Intern research awards this year were: 

 
• First Place, Superior, Sigma Xi Student Research Competition, Montreal, Quebec, 

Nov, 2004; 
• Second Place, Physical Science and Engineering, USC Undergraduate Research 

Symposium, April, 2005. 
 
Perhaps more significant than all these accomplishments has been UseIT’s redirection 

of the career paths of top students.  UseIT alumni Jeremy Zechar and Scott Callaghan are 
now graduate students under the mentorship of Tom Jordan.   Shalini Jhatakia changed 
from an MBA to PhD program after her second summer in UseIT, saying “I didn’t know 
research could be so fun”.   Gideon Juve had previously planned to go into business, but 
will now begin graduate school in 2006.  Addie Beseda has scrapped her plans to become 
an insurance actuary and is now evaluating CS graduate programs (and has returned for a 
second summer internship).  UseIT is still a very new program, and we expect to cement 
more success stories as the program evolves. 
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Below, Figure 11 is a snapshot from UseIT movie presented during the Puente Hills 
press conference, showing some of the faults in the CFM (San Andreas is red, Puente 
Hills is blue). 
 

Figure 11: Snapshot from UseIT movie showing some of the faults in the 
SCEC Community Fault Model (San Andreas is red, Puente Hills is blue). 

 
Below, Figure 12 shows summer 2004 UseIT interns Addie Beseda and Scott Callaghan, 
now on research tracks defined by their participation in the program. 
 

Figure 12: UseIT Interns now on a research track - Scott 
Callaghan (left) and Addie Beseda (right). 

 
    Each year the UseIT research develops under a “Grand Challenge.”  The 
summer, 2005 Grand Challenge is to engineer software that will serve as an earthquake 
monitoring system for scientists who need to rapidly integrate and visualize significant 
earthquake sequences as they are occurring. This software will include rapid movie-
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making capabilities, and CISN Display developers have requested that these movies be 
added to their suite of post-earthquake products. 
 

FIRST 
NAME 

LAST 
NAME YEAR MAJOR SCHOOL 

Kristy  Akullian Sophomore English and Economics USC 

Addie Beseda * Junior 
Computer & Information 
Science, Math U of Oregon 

Diana  Chang Junior Digital Media Design 
U of 
Pennsylvania 

Amy Coddington Freshman Mathematics 
Macalester 
College 

Edgar Evangelista Junior 
Computer Engineering/ 
Computer Science USC 

Rachel Fonstad Junior Math/Statistics Winona State U 

Joshua Garcia Junior 
Computer Engineering/ 
Computer Science USC 

Ifraz Haqque * Senior Computer Science USC 

Jadd Jennings Junior 
Computer & Information 
Science Temple U 

Aaron Kositsky Junior 
Computer Science/ 
Computer Engineering USC 

Michael Lee Junior Computer Science 
North Carolina 
State U 

Lewis  Nerenberg Junior Info Systems Mgmt UC 

Eeling Ooi Junior 
Computer Science & 
History USC 

Justin Perez Sophomore 
Computer Engineering/ 
Computer Science USC 

Kristin Phillips Senior 
Physics w/ Earth Science 
specialization UC 

Randy Robertson Sophomore 
Computer Engineering 
/Computer Science USC 

Thomas Robinson Sophomore 
Computer Engineering 
/Computer Science USC 

Nick Rousseau * Sophomore Geology 
Pasadena City 
College 

Lori  Shepherd Junior Bioinformatics 
Canisius 
College 

James Solomon Sophomore Computer Science 
Pasadena City 
College 

Matthew Stone Junior Computer Science DePauw U 

Jason Van Buren Freshman 
Media Arts / Cinema 
Television 

Santa Monica 
Jr. College 

Table 2: UseIT Interns, summer 2005 (* returning from summer 2004) 
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6 SCEC/CME Year 4 Working Group Reports  
The SCEC/CME working groups are interdisciplinary typically involving both 

geoscientists and computer scientists. Our geophysical research is organized along the 
lines of the computational pathways outlined earlier. The Computer Science research 
areas include Knowledge Representation and Reasoning, Grid-based workflow systems, 
Visualization, and Data Management. The following working group reports provide 
detailed information on particular research initiatives going on within the Project.  

6.2 Pathway 1- Seismic Hazard Analysis 
Pathway 1 is the current methodology of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis 

(PSHA), which combines an earthquake forecast model with attenuation relationships to 
provide probabilistic estimates of intensity measures. The latter might include the peak 
ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV), or the response spectral 
densities at specified frequencies. The earthquake forecast comprises a set of earthquake 
scenarios, each described by a magnitude, a location, and the probability that the scenario 
will occur by some future date (e.g., a Poisson distribution). The attenuation relationship 
is a relatively simple analytical expression that relates each earthquake scenario to the 
intensity of shaking (e.g., PGA) at each site of interest; it usually accounts for the local 
geologic conditions at each site (e.g., sediment sites tend to shake more than rock sites). 
The analysis determines the intensity that will be exceeded at some specified probability 
over a fixed period of time (e.g., PGA with a10% probability of exceedance during the 
50-year life span of a building). The results are often presented as hazard maps, and 
engineers use these maps to design buildings, emergency preparedness officials use them 
for planning purposes, and insurance companies use them to estimate potential losses.  

As we reported in the Major Accomplishments section of this report, our Pathway 1 
group has made outstanding progress in the development of a component-based system 
(OpenSHA) for performing Seismic Hazard Analysis. 

6.2.1 OpenSHA User Interfaces 
As discussed above in the Major Accomplishment section of this report, the 

OpenSHA software represents several things. First, it is a component-based framework 
for performing SHA calculations. Second, it is a set of components that work within this 
framework. Third, it is a Java-based User Application program that allows users to 
configure and run SHA calculations using components in the OpenSHA System. 

One example of the OpenSHA user interface is shown in Figure 13. The GUI 
interface represents only the operator’s interactions with the OpenSHA Hazard Curve 
Calculator, not the computational capabilities of the system. Because of the distributed, 
component-based framework, some of the components being used in the Hazard curve 
calculations shown in this display are actually performed by components hosted on 
SCEC/CME computers across the network from the users running this display. This 
ability to distribute large, or memory intensive, computations, is a significant feature of 
the OpenSHA system. 
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Figure 13: Screenshot of the OpenSHA server-mode hazard curve calculator.  Shown 
are 30-year, PGA hazard curves for a site near downtown San Francisco (latitude = 
37.80 and longitude = -122.42) computed using the WGCEP-2002 forecast paired with 
the Campbell and Bozorgnia (2003) attenuation relationship (using their magnitude-
dependent standard deviation and no Gaussian truncation) 

6.2.2 OpenSHA Applications 
The OpenSHA software now offers a variety of SHA applications. The following 

application programs are currently available. 
• Hazard Curve Calculator 
• Scenario ShakeMap Calculator 
• Hazard Map Data Calculator 
• Hazard Map Plotter 
Each of these applications has its own GUI designed to help users properly construct 

and execute the OpenSHA applications used in the calculations. Access to the OpenSHA 
tools is provided through the SCEC/CME Web site. 

Some of these applications (e.g. the Hazard Map Data Calculator) can require 
significant computational capabilities. To manage access to SCEC/CME compute 
resources, OpenSHA tools require a User registration. Through the SCEC/CME web site, 
users request access to the OpenSHA tools. Requests are reviewed by the Pathway 1 
working group, and, once approved, users can make full use of the distributed OpenSHA 
components hosted on the SCEC/CME site. 

6.3 Pathway 2 – AWM and High Performance Computing 
Pathway 2 begins with an earthquake forecast model, but it employs the scenario 

events as sources for a physics-based calculation of ground motions. The waves from 
these sources are propagated using an anelastic wave model (AWM), and they excite 
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ground motions at a specified location through a site response model (SRM) that 
accounts for the near-surface conditions, such as soil rigidity and layering. The results are 
vector-valued ground displacements as a function of time, from which essentially any 
intensity measure can be computed. However, in a region like Southern California where 
the geological structures are highly three-dimensional, the wavefield calculations must be 
done for each scenario earthquake on very dense grids to get the high frequencies of 
engineering interest (> 1 Hz), and the computational demands for these simulations can 
be enormous. One of the principal objectives of this Project is to accelerate the use of 
ground-motion modeling in SHA. In particular, we seek the means to compute and 
distribute comprehensive catalogs of ground-motion simulations for use in risk 
assessment and earthquake-engineering analysis. Such catalogs are needed, for example, 
as input to research done at NSF's earthquake engineering research centers and its 
Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES). 

6.3.1 Tera-Scale High Performance Computing 
To support the High Performance Computing requirements of the SCEC/CME 

Project, Kim Olsen at SDSU, continued to write proposals to request large-scale High-
Performance Computing allocations.  

Olsen was PI on a proposal to NRAC to request continued computing support for 
SCEC ITR. All requested (1,000,000) Service Units (SU’s – An SU is one CPU hour) 
were approved for the period 04/1/05-03/31/06, plus an additional 10,000 SUs for TG 
Wide Roaming Access (TG-MCA03S012). The reviews were 'very good' and 'close to 
excellent'. 
 

• TG Cluster    800,000 SUs 
• TG roaming    10,000 SUs 
• DS p655       150,000 SUs 
• DS p690         50,000 SUs 
 
The SUs were proposed for the TeraShake2 project, involving dynamic rupture 

simulations as input to kinematic AWM simulations of large earthquakes on the southern 
San Andreas Fault. Olsen continues to operate as the SCEC coordinator to apply for 
NPACI/NRAC computational resources for the SCEC ITR efforts. 

In addition, David Okaya (PI) and Philip Maechling (co-PI) submitted a TeraGrid 
allocation proposal titled” Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Map Calculations Using 3d 
Ground Motion Simulations”. This proposal was approved (TG-BCS050002S) and all 
Service Units requested were granted. 

 
• TG Cluster    135,000 SUs 
• TG roaming    10,000 SUs 
 
This allocation will be combined with SCEC computing resources and with USC 

HPCC computing resources in order to run an effort currently called the “CyberShake” 
simulations. CyberShake is an effort to create a 3D waveform-based Intensity Measure 
Relationship (IMR) and to calculate one or more hazard curves for the Los Angeles area 
using this more physics-based approach to SHA. This is a computational and data 
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intensive project that will be driving our workflow and grid-based computing system for 
much of the remainder of the Project. 

6.3.2 TeraShake Simulations 
The TeraShake simulations (three at the time of writing this report) represent 

some of the most notable accomplishments with the SCEC ITR project. TeraShake1 used 
the Olsen AWM, and Olsen extracted the 3D velocity model, implemented the source and 
fault location, and worked with SDSC to generate the visualization. 

Olsen continues to collaborate with Steve Day (SDSU) and colleagues at UCSD and 
SDSC in the design, execution, and analysis of Terascale simulations. 

The TeraShake project used the Olsen-AWM, which is parallelized using the 
Message Passing Interface (MPI) and includes parallel I/O (MPI-2), perfectly matched 
layers (PML), absorbing boundary conditions (Marcinkovich and Olsen, 2003), and 
standard output formats KBO3D and KBO4D. The AWM uses the coarse-grained Q 
approach by Day and Bradley (2001), and the Olsen et al. (2003) estimated optimal Qs-
Vs relations in the Los Angeles basin for the 1994 Northridge earthquake. The FD code 
has been validated for various point-source and finite-fault scenarios within the SCEC 
Basin Validation Project.  

The TeraShake1 project considered simulations of large earthquakes on the 
southern San Andreas Fault. For this purpose, Olsen extracted a 600 km by 300 km by 80 
km (grid spacing 200 m) (Figure 15) subset from the SCEC 3D Community Velocity 
Model (CVM) and implemented a scaled version of the Denali earthquake source (Figure 
14). The TeraShake simulations were carried out using up to 19,000 CPU hours on 240 
processors of the IBM Power4+ DataStar supercomputer at San Diego Supercomputer 
Center (SDSC). The Olsen-AWM was optimized to scale up with a large memory 
allocation of 1 Gigabytes per processor using Message Passing Interface (MPI) to 
communicate information between individual processors responsible for smaller parts of 
model. The code used high performance parallel I/O - multiple tasks to write the same 
file simultaneously, and has a significant speedup of 225 at 240 processors. When saving 
only the ground motion vector in the top surface of the model, simulating 4 minutes of 
wave propagation took about 24 hours.  However, when 2,000 snapshots of the 3-D 
velocity field were saved, amounting to a total of 43 Tbytes, the run time for the 
simulation was increased to over four days. The large volume and throughput of data 
generated by the simulations - was saved on the disk-based Global Parallel file system, 
GPFS, and then transferred at a rate of 100 MB per second to Sun SAM-QFS, SDSCs 
archival tape storage with a large disk cache to keep files always online, accessible for 
data visualization and analysis purpose. The data collection was then registered into the 
SCEC Digital Library and annotated with simulation metadata. The output was later also 
archived offline onto High Performance Storage System, HPSS. 

Scenarios were simulated for ruptures toward the southeast (1 simulation) and 
northwest (2 simulations) on the fault. The surface and volume snapshots were visualized 
and animated, peak velocity and displacement maps were created, and the seismograms 
were stored at the SRB. The results indicate that ruptures toward the northwest generate 
an order of magnitude larger peak motions (>3 m/s) in the Los Angeles basin compared 
to those for ruptures toward the southeast (Figure 16 and Figure 17). The largest ground 
motions occur in a band near the Montebello area in the Los Angeles area (Figure 18). 
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The results are in preparation for publication (Olsen et al., 2005; SCEC ITR Working 
Group, 2005). 
 
 

Figure 15: Location map for the TeraShake simulations. The red rectangle (121W, 34.5N; 118.9511292W, 36.621696; 
116.032285W, 31082920N; 113.943965W, 33.122341N) depicts the simulation area, rotated 40o clockwise from North 
in order to minimize the computational regime. The dashed line depicts the part of the San Andreas Fault that 
ruptured in the TeraShake simulations. 

Figure 14: Illustration of source characteristics in relation to crustal structure. The two curves along the 
TeraShake rupture depict the maximum slip (up to 10.2 m) and maximum sliprate (red, up to 4.4 m/s). The 
rectangle is the surface projection of the causative fault for the 1994 M6.7 Northridge earthquake. The 
surface colors and depth variation depict the isosurface of Vs=2.5 km/s. ST=Salton Trough, SBB=San 
Bernardino Basin, CH=Chino Basin, LA=Los Angeles Basin, SFV=San Fernando Valley, SSA=Santa 
Susana, DWY=Downey. Other solid lines depict major freeways and the coastline. 
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Figure 16: Maximum RMS velocities for the S-N(1) TeraShake rupture. 
Seismograms are superimposed at locations (from left to right) Westwood, 
downtown Los Angeles, Montebello, Long Beach, and Irvine. 

Figure 17: Same as previous figure but for the North to 
South Rupture. 
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Richard Moore, Reagan Moore and Nancy Wilkins-Diehr provided the resources 
port the TeraShake effort. Reagan Moore and Marcio Faerman 

trategic 

Figure 18: RMS peak velocities in the Los Angeles Basin from the S-
N rupture, superimposed onto the isosurface for Vs=2.5 km/s 

Olsen is currently developing software to generate broadband synthetics (w
Martin Mai, ETH, Zurich). One of the improvements that we wanted to implem
honor phase as well as amplitude information when merging the low-freq

ynthetics, a feature that the other methods involved are omitting. W
late accurate P- and S-arrival times using a 3D finite-difference ray tracer in a 3D 

del, and are in the process of using this information to merge the low and 
cy synthetics more accurately. We are also in the process of genera

specific scattering functions for the high frequency synthetics to improve our fit to 
Northridge data. Finally, we are improving our source model to include lessons from

odels, such as spatial variation of rise and rupture times in agreem
ics and kinematic inversion models. 

SDSC TeraShake Support 
SDSC provided essential support in the realization of the TeraShake effort. The 

Data Knowledge and Systems group, Production Services, Visualization group and 
fic Applications group, among other contributors at SDSC were decisive in 

making TeraShake possible and in obtaining initial results in time for the SCEC ann
meeting in September 2004. 
 
Coordination 

at SDSC to sup
coordinated the data management efforts. Marcio Faerman coordinated the collaboration 
between the SDSC groups and SCEC. Yifeng Cui and Amit Majumdar led the S
Application Collaboration. Steve Cutchin and Amit Chourasia coordinated the 
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visualization efforts. Yifeng Cui managed the simulation runs in coordination with Kim 
Olsen. Bernard Minster, Steve Day and Kim Olsen designed the TeraShake scen
models. Phil Maechling provided support and coordination between the SCEC/CME 
groups. 
 
Code En

ario 

hancements 
The large-scale TeraShake simulation stretched SDSC resources across the board 

nal as well as data challenges.  The code was enhanced so it 
would 

g 

 

he 
caling 

 
 

tegic Applications Collaborations (SAC) and Strategic Community 
Collabo s are 

ike 

r 

uns 
Each production run would require 230 Gbytes of memory, tightly coupled 

 of thousands of CPU hours. More than 50 
Teraby ake 

ding 

SC  
TeraShake required a powerful computational infrastructure as well as an efficient 

 of tests and scaling measurements, 
discuss

 
e 

with unique computatio
scale up to many 100s of processors and run for the very large mesh size of 1.8 

billion points requiring large amount of memory. SDSC computational experts Yifen
Cui, Giridhar Chukkapalli, Amit Majumdar and Leesa Brieger from the Scientific 
Computing Applications Group worked closely with AWM model developer Kim Olsen 
to port the code to the IBM Power4 platform and resolve parallel computing issues
related to the large simulation. These issues include MPI and MPI I/O performance 
improvement, single-processor tuning and optimization etc. In particular special 
techniques were introduced that reduced the code's memory requirements, enabling t
full TeraShake simulation to run. This testing, code validation, and performance s
analysis required 30,000 allocation hours on DataStar to prepare for the final production
run. The final production case covering the domain of 3000*1500*400 mesh, was run on
240 processors for 4 days and produced 47 Terabytes of data on the GPFS parallel file 
system of IBM Power4. This data was used for the visualization that also ran on the IBM 
Power4 machine. 

SDSC's computational collaboration effort was supported through the NSF-
funded SDSC Stra

rations (SCC) programs. TeraShake is a great example of why these program
so important for the academic computational scientists. These programs allow SDSC 
computational experts to develop close collaborations with academic researchers who use 
SDSC's supercomputers and facilitate the scientists' research and enable new science l
TeraShake. The particular example of Terashake SAC/SCC work also provides lasting 
value, with the enhanced code that gives increased scalability, performance, and 
portability. This optimized code is now available to the entire earthquake community fo
future large-scale simulations. 
 
Management of Simulations R

inter-process communication and tens
tes of output data would be generated and archived. Furthermore, the TeraSh

group was faced with the demand of producing results under hard deadlines, inclu
conferences, meetings and research reviews. 
 
Selecting the computing environment at SD

and large scale data handling system. After a series
ed in Section 5.2, the SDSC DataStar IBM Power 4 terascale platform was 

selected for the production runs. The simulation output data was written to the DataStar
GPFS parallel disk cache archived at the SDSC Sun SF system and registered on th
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SCEC Community Digital Library supported by the SDSC Storage Resource Broker 
(SRB). 
 
Scalability Measurements 

Scaling measurements were performed as part of the SCEC-SDSC TeraShake 
Application Collaboration (SAC)effort which was a Strategic  during 2004. The AWM 

code w on 
) 

as tested with TeraShake scale mesh dimensions (3000 x 1500 x 400 = 1.8 billi
nodes), as well as smaller scale mesh dimensions (1500 x 750 x 200 = 225 million nodes
on both DataStar and TeraGrid IA-64. 
 

Performance of TeraShake with 3000x1500x400 on IBM SP4
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Figure 19 - TeraShake1 scaling information at SDSC DataStar 

We make th ns without 
compiler op or a 

sors (such 

ne 
will be 

on of 

 
For the TeraShake mesh size of 3000x1500x400, a large amount of memory is 

or example, when running AWM on 240 
process  

rocessors 

e observation that the scaling numbers of Figure 19 are based on ru
timization flags enabled. The TeraShake production runs executed f

shorter period of time after the optimization flags were turned on. The scaling 
measurements show a significant speedup of 225 at 240 processors. The performance 
saturates quickly as the number of processors increase to more than 240 proces
as 480 processors), even though the computing time continues to decrease. This is 
because of the limitation of a parallel I/O bottleneck in the current DataStar 
configuration. In the near future, the machine will be upgraded from dealing with o
request, per parallel channel, to more than 20 requests. The MPI I/O scaling 
significantly improved and we may be able to use 480 or more processors for future 
simulations. Generally, the simulation algorithm shows very good scaling as a functi
the number of processors involved.  
 
TeraShake Memory Requirements

allocated throughout the simulation. F
ors, 1 GB memory is allocated per processor for the point source runs, and more

than 4 GB memory is required for extended source runs. The test runs with 32-p
require even more memory - more than 7GB. Most TeraShake tests were performed on 
the DataStar p690 nodes which have 256/128 GB of memory available. In addition, some 
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special techniques – such as preparing sub-domain source inputs - have been introduced
to reduce the memory requirement to make the TeraShake simulation runs feasible. The 
total memory requirement per run amounted to approximately 230GB. 
 
Production Runs Setup 

 

Four TeraShake production runs were conducted. All the runs were executed on 
d to be the most efficient processor setup, balancing parallelism 

and int

e 
f 

240 processors, determine
er-processor communication overhead. Volume data was generated at each 10th 

step in the first run. Surface data was generated and archived for every time step in all 
runs. Checkpoint files were created at each 1000th step in case restarts were required du
to reconfigurations or eventual run failures. Table 3 shows the details about the setup o
each run. 

Table 3 – TeraShake production runs 

Run
Rupture

 Direction
Number
 of Steps

Surface
 Output

Volume
 Output

Checkpoin
Fi

t
les

1 NW-SE 20,000 1TB 40TB 3TB
2 SE-NW 22,728 1TB - 3TB
3 NW-SE 22,728 1TB - 3TB
4 SE-NW 22,728 1TB 5TB 3TB  

 
The first run consumed 18,000 CPU hours, executing during a period of about 4 

ays. The second and third runs consumed 12,000 CPU hours. The additional execution 
time of
d

 the first run refers to the I/O operations required to produce the volume output 
amounting to 40TB. 
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Figure 20 – TeraShake domain decomposition on SDSC IBM Power4 DataStar P655 
nodes. The computation was parallelized across 240 processors. 

 
Run-time data management 

The AWM parallel I/O routines wrote the output data to the DataStar GPFS 
parallel disk cache, containing the simulation steps snapshots. As soon as the files started 
being generated, the data began to be post-processed, visualized and archived – all 
throughout the simulation run-time.  
 
Post-Processing 

Derived fields such as velocity magnitude and cumulative peak velocity were 
generated during run-time, immediately after the velocity field files were created. These 
derived data products were initially used in visualization renderings. 
 
Visualizations 

We started visualizing the TeraShake results as soon as the initial files were 
produced, using the SDSC Scalable Visualization Toolkit developed by Steve Cutchin 
and Amit Chourasia. The run-time visualizations allowed the geophysicists to have a first 
glance of the simulation results and hence, to evaluate whether the simulations were 
taking the expected course. Amit Chourasia has dedicated an extensive amount of hours 
converging with SCEC seismologists about visualization details such as camera 
perspectives, color mappings and other strategies. 
 
Archival 
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The simulation output data started being transferred from the GPFS disk cache to 
the SD

ata 

ata Integrity 
e output data was written out to the file system, MD5 data digests were 

generat
d 

 

ata Management 
e application generated an average of 133,000 files per simulation, 

or appr

Scale of transfer and registration into SRB 
rained by the massive scale of the 

simulat y 36 

 
 

 

age 

Metadata attributes 
labeled with metadata attributes that defined the time step in the 

simulat
source 

le 
storage media or onto multiple storage systems. 

SC permanent archives during run-time, to sustain the disk cache availability to 
other DataStar users and to the TeraShake simulation itself. The volume output was 
archived in about 5 days, finishing one day after the completion of the first run. The d
was registered at the SCEC Community Digital Library, supported by the SDSC Storage 
Resource Broker.  
 
D

Before th
ed in parallel at each processor, for each mesh sub-array in core memory. The 

MD5 data digests allow the data content to have unique fingerprints, which can be use
to verify the integrity of the simulation data collections. The parallelization approach, 
designed by Reagan Moore and implemented by Yuanfang Hu, substantially decreased
the time to generate the data digests for several Terabytes of data.  
 
D

The Terashak
oximately 400,000 files in total.  The management of this material was facilitated 

through the use of the SDSC Storage Resource Broker data grid (SRB).  Each simulation 
was organized as a separate sub-collection in the SRB data grid.  The sub-collections 
were published through the SCEC community digital library, which is able to retrieve 
both the raw data and derived data products from the SRB data grid. 

 

The data management was highly const
ion.  The amount of disk space that was available on DataStar disk was onl

TBs, while the simulation was expected to generate nearly 43 TBs.  As the application 
ran, the data had to be moved in parallel onto the archival storage systems at SDSC to 
guarantee enough disk space for the simulation to complete.  Two archival storage 
systems were used to ensure the ability to move 10 TBs per day, for a sustained data
transfer rate over 120 MB/sec.  Files were checked for completion (expected file size)
and then moved off of DataStar through a script. Files were moved into a Sun Sam-QFS
disk using a Sanergy client.  Once on the Sam-QFS disk, the files then automatically 
migrated to tape in a silo.  Files were also moved into the IBM High Performance Stor
System (HPSS).  The files in the archives were then registered into the SRB data grid, 
making it possible to access the data from both the SCEC portal and through “C” library 
calls for generation of derived data products. 

 

The files were 
ion, the velocity component, the size of the file, the creation date, the grid 

spacing, and the number of cells.  General properties of the simulation such as the 
characterization were associated as metadata for the simulation collection.  Integrity 
information was associated with each file (MD5 checksum) as well as existence of 
replicas.  To mitigate risk of data loss, selected files are replicated either onto multip
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For long term preservation, use of an Archival Information Package is desired, i
which all of the associated provenance metadata 

n 
is written into the storage system along 

with th

ader 
e 

 
 

As generated, the 400,000 files do not provide a viable structure for accessing 
ins a velocity component for all surface cells for 

a speci ll.  

 
shake simulation and 
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icle about the TeraShake effort and collaboration which 
 to the high end computing community. The article has 

been pu

ltiple 
 real data intensive demo of TeraShake 

data ac

e data files.  The approach that is being followed is to use the HDF version 5 
technology to create a separate HDF header file for each of the output files, store the 
HDF header files into the archives, and use the SRB data grid to track which HDF he
file is associated with each output file.  This requires that the metadata used to track th
file locations be carefully backed up through dumps of the database that manages the 
SCEC digital library catalog.  Alternatively, we plan to replicate the SCEC digital library
catalog onto a separate database at USC, providing two synchronized catalogs that are
capable of referencing the output from the simulations. 

 
Scenario Interface to SRB collection 

seismograms. Instead of a file that conta
fic time step, a file is needed that contains all time steps for a specific surface ce

The inversion process requires reading 22,728 files, creating the time history at each 
surface cell, and then writing the seismograms into new files.  We chose to organize 
15,000 seismograms per file, turning the 22,728 surface snapshots into 900 derived 
seismogram files that were registered back into the SRB data grid. 

The surface seismograms were then accessed through the SCEC seismogram
service within the SCEC portal.  A researcher can then select a Tera

 location on the surface, by pointing and clicking over an interactive cumulativ
peak velocity map.  The portal accesses the correct file within the SCEC community 
digital library, and displays all three velocity components for the chosen seismogram. 
Users can use this web application, to interact with the full surface resolution (3000 x
1500) data of a TeraShake scenario, amounting to 1TB per simulation. The seismogram
display velocities exceeding 3 m/s on a location near Los Angeles (lat: 34.0326, lon: -
118.078), for a southeast to northwest earthquake rupture scenario. Other derived data 
products were also of interest, including the surface velocity magnitude as a function
time, the peak ground velocity as a function of space and time, displacement vector fie
and spectra information.  These derived data products were registered into the SRB data 
grid for access by visualization programs and for further data analysis. 

TeraShake Communications 

Paul Tooby wrote an art
has been extensively distributed

blished as the cover of the EnVision Magazine (Figure 21) and also topped 
among the most requested articles of HPCWire. 

Gail Bamberg produced two TeraShake posters, which were presented in mu
events including the SC2004 conference, along a

cess in the context of SC2004 Storcloud. 
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Figure 21 – Envision Magazine cover featuring TeraShake article. 

 
 
SDSC participated in the creation of Teragrid allocation proposals that resulted in the 
award of over 1 million CPU hours for SCEC simulations.  The proposals included the 

o FY2006 Terashake 
o CyberSHAke Seismic Hazard Analysis 

 
Visualizations Created 

Steve Cutchin and Amit Chourasia, from the SDSC Visualization group, largely 
interacted with SCEC, producing major advancements in visualizations. Visualization 
renderings have been provided by Amit Chourasia and are available through the 
SCEC/CME Project web site, under data visualization. 
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6.3.3 Hercules Toolchain 
 In year 4, the Carnegie Mellon Quake group (with Hong Feng Yu and Kwan-Liu 

Ma from the UC-Davis visualization group) developed a new capability for performing 
end-to-end large-scale finite-element ground motion simulations on parallel computer 
systems. The system, called Hercules, performs all preprocessing, solving, and 
visualization, in parallel and in place on the processors of a parallel machine. The input to 
the Hercules system is the CVM and the fault and kinematic source description. The 
output is a sequence of color images and/or synthetic seismograms at locations of 
interest. 

The Hercules system is enabled by a fundamental new technique known as in-situ 
parallel mesh generation, where the finite element mesh is generated, balanced, and 
partitioned in parallel and in place on the processors of the parallel machine. A compact 
API allows parallel applications like parallel solvers and visualization pipelines to access 
a portion of the mesh directly in the local memory of each processor. Figure shows an 
example of an Octree velocity mesh with larger grids at depth where less information 
about the material properties of the geological volume is known. 

One of our objectives for this year was working with SCEC and Harvard velocity 
models. We worked with John Shaw and Brad Aagaard to develop etree database 
representations of their respective velocity models. Aagaard has asked us to extend the 
etree models to include the interior Octree nodes so that modelers can make multi-
resolution queries of their velocity models.We delivered an extended etree system to 
Brad that allows him to make multi-resolution queries. We will be incorporating the 
Harvard model later this year in identical manner as the CVM. 

A second objective for us this year related to the Hercules parallel solver. We 
finished the development of the Hercules parallel solver, a modular and extensible MPI-
based octree-based parallel solver with plug-in support for different source models. We 
developed a complete end-to-end parallel system that performs mesh generation, 
balancing, partitioning, solving, and visualizing in parallel and in place on the processors 
of the parallel machine. The system is a first-of-its-kind which required new algorithms 
for parallel mesh generation, balancing, and parallel visualization. 
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Figure 22: Octree-based velocity meshes can now be created using highly 
scalable software tools that use a new technique called In-situ parallel mesh 
generation. 



We also continued our development of an etree-based representation for 4D velocity 
wavefields that can be both efficiently queried AND compressed. This is a fundamental 
computer science research problem with the potential for broad impact to areas outside of 
earth science. 

 
 

We developed a system for representing 4D output data that uses the etree mesh as 
the index, and that compresses the 4D velocity wavefield by storing the output as a 
sequence of filtered waveforms in the frequency domain. We are currently investigating 
opportunities for more compression, including delta encoding of the floating-point 
waveforms, and regenerating missing data at query time by running micro-solvers on 
small subregions of the domain. 

Figure 23: On-the-fly volume visualization of a earthquake wave propagation 
simulation produced by the Hercules toolchain. 

We also worked with SCEC, SDSC, and ISI to transport, analyze, and visualize 
datasets at SDSC and SCEC. An example image from our on-the-fly visualization is 
shown in . We now have GRIDFTP and GSISSH installed and working between CMU, 
PSC, and SCEC, which allows us to remotely login and transfer large datasets. We are 
currently porting Hercules to the SCEC cluster and the USC HPCC, and will be 
incorporating the Hercules code into the SCEC/CME workflow system.  
 

6.3.4 Component-based Pathway 2 Workflow System 
The objective in FY05 for a working group including David Okaya, Vipin Gupta, 

and Phil Maechling, was to further develop the Pathway 2 workflow and scientific 
applications in order to automate synthetic wave propagation through a subvolume of 
Southern California.  The workflow allows for an earthquake simulation to be prepared, 
computed, and post-processed.  The scientific applications installed into the workflow 
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define the volume media and sources, prepare input files, transform data units and 
ordering, and post-process waveforms. 

 We designed this automated workflow to offer choices in subvolume region, 
numerical wave propagation code, plus earthquake location, focal parameters, and source 
behavior.  The pathway execution is constructed to use IT technologies of Grid 
communication and computing services, workflow command scripting, digital library 
access, metadata tracking, and web services.  We defined a design factor to require a 
minimal set of user information in order to make a simulation, meaning all needed input 
information must be dynamically generated as much as was possible.  Real-time 
demonstrations are currently possible for moderately small-sized sub-regions of Southern 
California. 

 
Framework milestones (the plumbing) 

A new composition tool was created by Vipin Gupta (SCEC) to guide user selection 
of parameters, execute the simulation, retrieve simulation results and perform any post-
processing steps.  This "Composition Workflow Tool" (CWT) bookkeeps user choices 
and invokes Pathway 2 scripts, Pegasus, and Grid tools.  A User's Guide was written by 
Phil Maechling.  This tool (and guide) was used by graduate students at Univ. British 
Columbia in December 2004. 

Discussions took place between David Okaya (USC) and Yolanda Gil (ISI) 
regarding design issues for the architecture of the CAT workflow tool.  In the future this 
new CAT workflow tool will replace the current script-based P2 system. 

Pegasus and Grid-based simulation execution used SCEC and USC HPCC 
computers.  Metadata registry was emplaced to use the ISI MCS system.  Curation of 
outputs into a digital library (SRB) is possible. 

 
Seismological milestones (the content) 

All scientific applications which create inputs for AWM simulation and treat post-
computation results are designed as standalone applications which can be run within the 
P2 framework.  As value-added derivatives of the overall P2 effort, these applications can 
and should be made available as utility codes for individuals who wish to use them as 
manual application tools. 

AWM choices were expanded to include 3D FD code by Rob Graves, with 
appropriate input translators and post-simulation reformatters.  The internal conventions 
of Graves and Olsen are different, which we take into account as is needed.   AWM 
choices which work (Figure 24) are: 

 Olsen 3D FD    (Olsen, 2000) 
 Graves 3D FD    (Graves, 1996) 
 CMU 3D FE (2004 version)  (Bielak and Bao, 1998) 
Initial discussions were begun in FY05 for the addition of UCSB and Caltech AWM 

codes. 
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Figure 24: Three AWM codes for the same sub-region and double couple point 
source.  Hollywood earthquake (-118.396o, 34.053o, Mw 4.23, 7 km depth, 
strike 165o, dip 60o, rake 0o. Compute time takes into account multiple nodes. 

The velocity media choices were expanded so that the following are now available 
(Figure 25): 

Figure 25: Three velocity model choices for the same sub-region and double 
couple point source.  Source same as in previous Figure. 

 SCEC CVM 3.0    (Kohler et al., 2003) 
 SCEC CVM 2.2    (Magistrale et al., 2000) 
 Harvard VM     (Suss and Shaw, 2003) 
 Hadley-Kanamori 1D Southern California (Dreger and Helmberger, 1993) 
 User-selected constant velocity 
 User-selected layer and half-space 
 Vancouver 1D model for Univ. British Columbia 
 
Post-processing utilities now allow for PGV, PGA, and spectral acceleration map 

making. The spectral acceleration code of Doug Dreger was adapted to efficiently handle 
up to 2D blocks of synthetic seismograms (output files of our P2) as shown in Figure 26.  

Additional seismogram utilities were created to reformat byte endian, reorder 
between time histories (seismograms) and time slices, demeaning, bandpass filtering, 
conversion of seismograms from velocity to acceleration. 
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Figure 26: Three post-processing plotting methods:  peak velocity, peak 
acceleration, and spectral acceleration.  An auto-scaling color mapping is 
also available for all three methods. 

Utilities were implemented so that maps have two types of color scaling:  an auto-
scaling with auto-labeling, and a color scale which conforms to the intensity scale of 
official USGS shake maps (Wald, 1999).  Also available are map scale units choices of 
mks, cgs, and %g. 

 
Usage milestones 

Calibration tests were run using the P2 system in comparison with tests run by the 
SCEC Validation group (PEER Lifelines Program Task 1A01; Day et al., 2001). 

Additional calibration tests were performed using repeatability of the Jan 2004 
midterm review simulations plus the Validation Group simulations (Graves, 2003). Both 
sets of calibration tests need to be written up for formal documentation and 
dissemination. 

Graduate students at Univ. British Columbia under the direction of Prof. Liz Hearn 
used the Composition Workflow Tool (CWT) in order to run small simulations.  This was 
as a class project at UBC.  The P2 group benefited from this collaboration by having to 
make the workflow sufficiently robust for non-experts to use. 

6.4 Pathway 3 - Dynamic Rupture Simulations 
Pathway 3, when linked into Pathway 2, is the "full physics" calculation, in which 

the tectonic stresses in a fault system model (FSM) evolving over long time scales (years 
to centuries) cause spontaneous failures on fault segments. The details of these ruptures, 
which develop on very short time scales (seconds), are simulated by a rupture dynamics 
model (RDM), and the resulting fault displacements are used as input to Pathway 2. Fault 
system models capable of producing synthetic catalogs of earthquakes have been 
developed under various restrictive assumptions, but their ability to reliably predict 
seismicity sequences over extended intervals has not been fully evaluated. (Given the 
crudeness of the models, their accuracy is likely to be low.) Fully dynamical, 3D 
numerical simulations of spontaneous fault rupture are now feasible, and, properly tuned, 
these simulations have been shown to reproduce observed ground motions for large 
earthquakes, such as the 1992 Landers earthquake in Southern California. 
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6.4.1 Finite Element Dynamic Rupture Codes 
SCEC/CME researchers at USCB are involved in development of dynamic rupture 

simulations software. This work represents research on the simulation of dynamic 
ruptures, which is identified as Pathway 3 within this Project. 

In order to prepare for fully dynamic modeling under general conditions we have 
developed a 3D explicit hexahedral finite element code. The finite element method 
allows us to model problems with complicated boundary conditions, e.g. free surface 
topography and nonplanar fault surface. This code uses one-point integration and an 
optimal hourglass control scheme, same as that in the LS-Dyna3d (FE code from 
Lawrence Livermore National Lab). The FE method we have developed is 2 to 3 times 
faster than the one using fully integrated elements.  

One of the important improvements of using our code in dynamic rupture 
simulations is that it practically eliminates large oscillations in the slip rate field that 
would occur if fully integrated brick elements were used. In Figure 27, we compare slip 
rate time histories in a strike-slip earthquake for three different FE integration methods: 
(1) one-point integration with a viscous hourglass control (Method 1), (2) 8-point 
integration (Method 2), and (3) 8-point integration with a viscous damping (Method 3). 
Method 1 is more desirable. Method 2 leads to large oscillations. In Method 3 choosing 
the damping parameter is quite arbitrary; it will affect the amplitude of the slip rate if not 
properly chosen. 

 
Figure 27: Comparisons of a slip rate time history on the fault of a dynamically 
propagating strike-slip earthquake using three different methods of integration in 
the FE method: (1) one-point integration with a viscous hourglass control (blue), (2) 
8-point integration (green), and (3) 8-point integration with a viscous damping (red). 
 

The code we have developed has other desirable features such as avoiding 
element locking when the Poisson ratio is close to 0.5. It includes the Perfect Matched 
Layer (PML) as the absorbing boundary condition in our code. To incorporate a more 
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realistic and physical implementation of intrinsic attenuation (Q) we have implemented 
the coarse-grain method (Day, 1998; Day and Bradley, 2001; Graves and Day, 2003) in 
the structured finite element method. The coarse grain method dramatically reduces 
memory-variable storage requirements for 3D problems. Eight pairs of relaxation times 
and weights for Qmin (=5) and Qmax (=5000) are determined by using the simulated 
annealing method. For any other values of Q we simply obtain the relaxation times and 
weights through interpolation. Eight pairs of relaxation times and weights are distributed 
in a coarse-grain fashion to the center of elements. The stress changes caused by anelastic 
material response are then calculated from strain and added to the elastic stresses. Figure 
28 shows the comparison of both elastic and anelastic responses due to a double couple in 
a layered structure calculated by our code and those obtained by analytical solutions. 
There is very good agreement.  

 

Figure 28: Comparison of our FE numerical solutions with analytical solutions for 
the elastic response (left); and anelastic response (right) for a double-couple point 
source in a layered medium. 

6.4.2 Non-linear Inversion for Dynamic Rupture 
We have developed a systematic nonlinear inversion method for estimating 

rupture propagation and the underlying dynamic parameters for large historical 
earthquakes. The rupture modeling is carried out using a three-dimensional fourth-order 
staggered-grid finite-difference method, and the inversion is implemented by a 
neighbourhood algorithm, minimizing the misfit between computed and observed near-
fault seismograms. Our method provides an ensemble of physically-correct models with 
plausible rupture propagation for the earthquake.  The method uses the Olsen-AWM for 
each forward model of rupture and wave propagation. With ~1,500 iterations and ~40 test 
models, ~60,000 finite difference simulations are carried out for a single earthquake. The 
method is implemented in parallel on the TeraGrid, where the 40 models are computed in 
unison. 1,000 iterations takes about 2 days on the TeraGrid. 

To test the method we invert strong motion data, filtered between 0.05 Hz and 0.5 
Hz, to estimate the dynamic rupture parameters for the 2000 magnitude 6.6 Western 
Tottori, Japan, earthquake. First we estimate the stress drop within 32 regions on the 
causative fault for the earthquake, for constant slip-weakening distance and yield stress 
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(Peyrat and Olsen, 2004). The models of stress drop generating the smallest misfits to 
data show both similarities and differences with the conventional kinematic models. In 
particular, the dynamic models agree with previous studies on the location of the main 
asperity. 

We then use the inversion method to test whether it is possible to make 
simultaneous estimates of stress drop and slip-weakening distance for the Tottori 
earthquake (Corish et al, 2005). Inversion of a synthetic ‘true’ model shows that we are 
able to recover a spatially variable stress drop distribution fairly well, while only the 
average value of the slip weakening distance is resolved, for the Tottori station 
distribution and frequencies up to 0.5 Hz (Figure 9). For the actual Tottori earthquake, we 
discretize the fault surface into 18 regions and invert for stress drop and slip-weakening 
distance in each region. The stress drop and slip-weakening distance are constrained to -2 
to 5 MPa and 10 to 130 cm, respectively. We find that the best-fit initial stress models are 
similar, regardless of friction (Figure 10), and that slip-weakening distances of 10 cm to 
60 cm are preferred over higher values (Figure 11). These results are in agreement with 
the single-parameter inversions and with an estimated slip-weakening distance of 28 cm 
determined independently from strong motion data for the Western Tottori earthquake. 
The results show some promise that low-frequency seismic data may be used to estimate 
stress drop and friction parameters independently for large earthquakes. 

We are currently investigating the efficacy of iterative, linearized inversion for 
dynamic rupture parameters, and the potential for speeding up the convergence by a joint 
non-linear and linearized inversion method with SDSU Graduate student Julia Clark. 

6.4.3 Dynamic Rupture Validation Tool Development 
Olsen (with SDSU computational sciences graduate student Jake Talley) has 

worked on developing a dynamic web interface to plot slip time histories on the fault as 
well as rupture time contours, using PHP. The facility resides at http://scecdata/usc.edu 
and allows comparison of several different rupture models for both rupture time contours 
(Figure 29 and Figure 30) and fault time histories (Figure 31).  

In addition to being an asset for the SCEC Reference Earthquake project, the site 
will be extremely useful to the Dynamic Rupture Code Validation project. The results are 
in preparation for publication (Olsen and Talley, 2005). 
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Figure 29: User interface to the dynamic web page for 
contouring several set of dynamic rupture times. 

Figure 30: Illustration of a cross plot of rupture time contours 
(1 sec spacing) from the dynamic PHP web site. In this case, 
the solution depicted by the red contours is much slower than 
that shown by the black contours 
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Figure 31: Illustration of cross-plotting of two solutions of sliprate 
histories. Here, the red solution is much faster but shows more 
oscillations 

6.4.4 Dynamic Fault Model Code Development 
During Project year 4, we continued our work with the Dynamic Fault Model 

code, which has nearly a 20 year history, has been shown by the SCEC Spontaneous 
Rupture Code comparison and validation activity to be the finite difference code (out of 
nearly a dozen candidates) that yields results closest to the exact solution defined by a 
Boundary Element simulation. 

This is a second order finite difference code operating on a rectangular grid, and 
capable of modeling multiple faults along grid lines. 

Over the past year, we have ported the code to the supercomputer environment, 
notably the DataStar machine at SDSC, and the TeraGrid, under an MPI environment.  
This required some effort and collaboration with the IT participants. 
In addition, an MPL capability was added in order to obviate the need to create very large 
grids in order to complete the simulation before reflections return to the fault plane and 
possibly affect the rupture process.  This capability is being tested.  A serious issue is the 
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poor throughput and poor stability of the TeraGrid network, which causes substantial 
delays. 

When validated, DFM will be one of the tools used in TeraShake-2 which will 
simulate spontaneous ruptures on the southern San Andreas Fault.  The results can be 
compared with those obtained from the AWM code of Kim Olsen, a 4th-order algorithm 
that requires a “fat” fault. 

6.4.5 Mimetic Dynamic Rupture Code 
We are also developing a rupture dynamics modeling code called SORD: 

Support-Operator Rupture Dynamics. SORD implements a so-called “mimetic” finite-
difference discretization of the equations of motion of continuum mechanics, on a 
noncartesian, yet logically rectangular, three-dimensional mesh.  This allows modeling of 
surface topography as well as rupture on nonplanar faults and other geological structures, 
capabilities that have previously been the exclusive domain of finite element models 
using unstructured meshes.  

This so-called Mimetic Code is a finite-difference like method for general grids.  
This permits modeling of topography and nonplanar faults and other geological 
structures.  PML absorbing boundary conditions have been implemented which enables 
larger and longer running simulations.   

We have successfully demonstrated wave propagation, absorbing boundaries and 
Kostrov rupture solutions for both rectangular and skewed grids. SORD was developed 
and is being tested and validated in rapid-prototype form using MATLAB. This approach 
is ideal for rapid development and adequate for single workstation sized simulations It 
will ultimately be ported to a very large scale multi-processor environment at the San 
Diego SuperComputer Center (SDSC).  Work is ongoing to translate the MATLAB code 
to Fortran and MPI for high-performance parallel computing. 

The performance and accuracy of  SORD is illustrated in the following figures: 

Figure 32: Snapshot of particle velocity from an explosion source. 
Wave fronts are beginning to enter the PML damping regions 
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Figure 34: Snapshot of particle velocity after waves have been 
absorbed by the PML.  The logarithmic color scale heightens 
some small PML artifacts. 

Figure 33: Time history of radial velocity at the corner of the 
mesh just inside the PML region.  Dotted line is the analytical 
solution. 
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Figure 35: Time history for the Kostrov solution at four 
locations at varying distances from the nucleation point.  
The dotted line shows the analytical solution. 

Figure 36: Snapshot of a Kostrov rupture within a slanted 
mesh 
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6.5 Pathway 4 – Inverse Problems 
Pathway 4 comprises a variety of important seismological inverse problems, which 

include using the ground motions observed in real earthquakes to image the fault rupture 
process (source inversion) and the 3D variations in seismic wave velocities and 
attenuation factors (structural inversion). At present, these inversions are usually done 
using 1D propagation models (e.g., for source imaging and surface-wave inversions) or 
simplified physics, such as asymptotic ray theory (e.g., for source location and travel-
time tomography). Full use of broadband seismographic recordings in these inverse 
problems is currently limited by the difficulties in managing the forward calculations 
corresponding to Pathways 2 and 3. Furthermore, with very few exceptions, inverse 
problems considered to date explain ground motions using kinematic modeling, wherein 
the distribution of displacements or stress drops on a prescribed fault surface is related 
linearly to seismograms through a wave propagation model. Dynamic inversions in which 
observed seismograms are assimilated into a spontaneous fault rupture model with self-
organizing geometry present seismological and computational problems that will take 
many years to solve, although initial efforts show considerable promise. 

Pathway 4 builds upon scientific and computational capabilities developed in the 
other Pathways. Pathway 4, for example, requires an extremely robust Pathway 2 wave 
propagation simulation system along with significant computational and data 
management capabilities. 

6.5.1 Strain Green Tensors – Synthetic Seismograms 
During the Project year 4, our Pathway 4 working group developed software that 

will calculate Strain Green Tensors using 3D wave propagation simulations. These Strain 
Green Tensors can be used in a reciprocity-based approach to calculate synthetic 
seismograms for a rupture anywhere in the Strain Green Tensor volume. 

This reciprocity-based technique will be used to calculate synthetic seismograms in 
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Figure 37: Synthetic seismograms at USC for Northridge 
Earthquake using Reciprocity-based calculation. 



the CyberShake 3D waveform-based Intensity Measure Relationship special study 
currently underway on the Project. 

As an example, we calculated Strain Green Tensors for a site near USC using the 
SCEC CVM3.0 velocity structure and a volume that includes the Northridge Area. Then, 
as a validation exercise, we calculated synthetic seismograms for the Northridge 
earthquake at USC using a Source Time Function representation of the Northridge 
rupture together with our Strain Green Tensor. The calculated synthetics at USC for the 
Northridge Earthquake are shown in Figure 37. 
 In addition, Strain Green Tensor volumes were calculated for sites throughout the 
southern California area. We will use these SGT in our Pathway 4 inversion studies. A 
map of the stations in our Receive Green Tensor database is shown in Figure 38. 
 

 

Figure 38: Sites in the SCEC Receiver Green Tensor Database. 

6.5.2 Improving the SCEC Community Velocity Model 
During year 4, we presented initial results of our work that is using data inversion 

techniques to improve the SCEC CVM. We call our technique a unified approach for 
seismic source inversion and full 3D tomography. 

Initial results showing are shown in Figure 39. 
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6.6 Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KR&R) 

6.6.1 Interactive Knowledge Capture 
Our overall research objective is to design intelligent reasoners and interfaces tha

enable users to interactively construct computational pathways that are executable in th
grid environment. We have developed a novel approach to interactive pathway 
composition that combines knowledge bases (ontologies) to represent model constraints 

Figure 39: Preliminary inversion-based updates to the 
SCEC CVM3.0 

t 
e 

and planning techniques to reason about the relationships among individual pathway 
components within an end-to-end pathway computation.  We have an implementation of 
this framework in a Composition Analysis Tool (CAT) that assists users to create valid 
pathway templates by providing informed suggestions based on its knowledge about 
components and pathways. 

s with other 
projec
execution system
activ

For this year, our objectives were focused on collaborative activitie
ts as well as system integration to develop an end-to-end workflow creation and 

.The core of our research activities have focused on collaborative 
ities with other SCEC-CME participants: 
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We led the design of an integrated workflow system for SCEC-CME in a 
collaborative activity involving Phil Maechling, Hans Chalupsky, David Okaya, Ewa 
Deelman and their collaborators.  The integrated workflow system includes four main 
components: 1) CAT as a workflow creation tool to create valid workflow templates, 2) 

e PowerLoom data selection tool that allows users to access metadata catalogs using 
ntology-based queries, 3) the Pathway Instantiation Tool that allows users to specify 

data y 

nds 
chitecture is shown in Figure 

40. 

roject report. 

th
o

 to be used in the workflow, 4) the Pegasus workflow mapping that automaticall
assigns resources to the workflow and executes them on grid environments.  This effort 
resulted in a joint publication that is currently under review and in an integrated 
workflow creation system that will be demonstrated in the June SCEC/CME All Ha
meeting. An overview of the Integrated Workflow System ar
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SCEC Datatype
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We contributed to the design of a component-based workflow for Pathway 2 in 

collaboration with David Okaya of USC.  Although Pathway 2 already has a well-defined 
and modular design, workflows are implemented in scripts where the control flow is 
hard-coded and has to be programmed by hand.  The component-based Pathway 2 
workflow is described in detail in an internal p
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Figure 40: The SCEC/CME Integrated Workflow system guides users 
from construction of workflow to execution of programs in a grid-
based computing environment. 
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We developed and implemented an ontology for point sources in collaboration wit
Jeremy Zechar and Tom Jordan of USC.  The ontology defines different classes of point 
sources and their properties.  The ontology was implemented in the Web Ontology 
Language (OWL) W3C standard, as well as a set of Java classes.  The ontology is 
available to project participants as well as a diagrammatic walkthrough.  The ontol
will be used to describe to describe source information as well as Pathway 2 compo

h 

ogy 
nents 

 terms of the types of sources that they handle. 
In addition, we extended CAT in order to support its integration with other tools 

within the project: We also implemented a CAT-based workflow validation service.  This 
service can be integrated with any workflow editor or any other workflow tools.  This 
service-based implementation of CAT is described in detail in an internal project report. 

We implemented a component-based workflow template for Pathway 2 using CAT.  
This included ontologies of terms and components, as well as a set of templates for 
Pathway 2 workflows.  

We extended CAT to manage metadata and file descriptions.  Our initial 
implementation of CAT validated workflows in terms of input and output data types.  We 
now associate these datatypes with metadata information on files that contain the 
appropriate data. 

We also created a user manual for CAT that walks through several examples of 
workflow reuse, adaptation, and creation.  The user manual is available as an internal 
project report. 
 

6.6.2 Seismic Source Representation 
In our seismic source representation working group, our research objectives are to 

understand similarities and differences between representations of the earthquake source, 

r 
d isotropic 

ompon
 

 

 categorical hierarchy of the point source and 
cludes defining characteristics of each point source.  Furthermore, the ontology 

contains information on possible translations and decompositions of these objects. 
 

in

to formally represent the knowledge of these relationships, and to allow automated 
translations – when appropriate – between different source representations.  A first-orde
xample is the decomposition of a seismic moment tensor into its deviatoric ane

c ents) 
In the longer term we want to enable interoperability of wave propagation codes with

different seismic source representations, which is a very significant issue for the Project. 
For example, we need to exchange source descriptions between our computational 
pathways such as Pathway 1 and Pathway 2.  

During this Project year 4, we have designed and implemented a mathematically 
formal and logically consistent ontology for seismic point source representations.  These
include Double Couple, Compensated Linear Vector Dipole, and Isotropic Point Source 
among others.  This ontology captures the
in
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igure 41 Top-level representation of seismic point source hierarchy.  This is only 
ne of several such structures represented in the seismic source ontology. 

ic 
 

n 

F
o
 

Beyond this, a Graphical User Interface application – tentatively called Seism
Source Translator (SST) – has been designed and development has begun that will allow
a modeler to construct a seismic point source using a number of different methods.  
Based on the data that the modeler provides, certain source parameters are automatically 
calculated.  Integration of this application with the ontology will enable automatic error-
checking and provide the modeler with feedback on the type of source constructed.  
Future integration of SST with Pathway 2 components will allow for wave propagatio
modeling of arbitrarily complex sources. 
 

Isotropic Point 
Source 

Compensated 
LVD Source 

Double Couple 
Source 

Deviatoric Point 
Source 

Linear Vector Dipole  
(LVD) Source 



 
Figure 42: Scenario for construction of a seismic point source using SST.  Here, the
origin time, scalar moment, and source mechanism have been supplied.  The 
parameters with a blue background have been automatically calculated. 
 

6.6.3 DataFinder – A

 

 Concept-based Metadata Search Tool 
science systems is to make it 

 

 it is still often difficult to find what one is actually looking for.  There are 
is. 
 currently collected is often at too low a level.  The metadata is 

ata hard to use for navigation or discovery 
f relevant items.  For example a researcher might want to locate a map showing peak 

gro d  a researcher know extremely 
specific me o 
search for “PG

Requirin utes is too restrictive and will often lead 
to empty q y
relations shoul

Metadata earchers and institutions using different 
schema one obscure 
met a hing for files or codes.  “IMR.IMT 

ype” is an attribute used by Pathway 1 computations.  A Pathway 2 computation would 

A general problem in designing collaborative e-
possible for researchers to share data products and computer codes.  Examples of what
one may wish to share are input files for simulation codes, models of geologic structures 
or simulation results.  In order to share such data products or code, it must be possible to 
locate the appropriate items easily and quickly.  Identifying appropriate items requires 
some description of them, which is supported by recording “metadata” about them.  
However,
several reasons for th

Metadata that is
designed to aid in execution of particular simulation codes or the construction of specific 
chains of computation.  This makes the metad
o

un  acceleration. Using the raw metadata requires that
tadata attribute names such as “IMR.IMT Type” instead of being able t

A Map”.  
g exact matches of metadata attrib

uer  results.  Instead, more relaxed matches, inequalities and containment 
d be supported to find relevant data products. 
 are produced by different res

ta.  This compounds the first problem, since there can be more than 
ad ta attribute that one has to consider when searc

T
have something different. 
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Finally, the set of files being produced is already large and will only grow larger.  
tion might generate millions of result 

must 
r 

Research Objectives 
Our research objective is to develop methods and technology to address the problems 
enumerated above.  In particular we are investigating the following: 
 
Ontology-based Metadata Search.  Development and use of ontologies to provide a 
mapping from a higher-level semantic terms onto the underlying metadata attributes.  
Identification and formalization of domain-level terms for describing the computational 
artifacts.  Searching metadata collections more easily and naturally using a formalized 
dom
 
O lation.  Use of ontologies to support the translation 
between different metadata schemas.  How to map metadata based on different schema 

s into and out of a common ontology, we can translate 
etadata attributes from one schema to another. Such translations can be complex, and 

 

g 

ng 
 

stems. 

In 

 
up service needed for effective reuse of existing 

data products in new workflows. 
o Seemlessly integrated with the Grid Metadata Catalog Service (MCS) 

transparent to users.  Requires no adaptation of the existing metadata 
collection or storage system. 

For example, a single large-scale earthquake simula
files.  Finding things in a large collection brings additional challenges.  Any method 
be scalable, and it also poses a navigation challenge, because there will be a large numbe
of potentially relevant items for a user to choose from.  

 

into the same semantic space.  We use an ontology to provide that common semantic 
framework.  By having mapping

ain vocabulary. 

ntology-based Metadata Trans

m
the required expressiveness and reasoning power can transcend the capabilities of current
web ontology languages. 
 
Efficient and Scalable Reasoning Techniques.  How to manage complex reasonin
efficiently to provide a scalable solution to working with large numbers of files and 
codes.  The mappings described above can require complex reasoning.  We are explori
how to provide expressive yet efficient reasoning capabilities by combining logic-based
inference with the scalable query facilities provided by traditional relational database 
sy
 
Research Progress: 
Over the last year we’ve worked on addressing the research objectives outlined above.  
particular, we have developed the following: 
 

• A new metadata search engine called DataFinder 
o Integral part of the computational workflow instantiation process. 

Provides intelligent look

• Prototype metadata translator between FGDC and SCEC metadata 
• Development of data mesh conceptual model 

 
These items are described in more detail below. 
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Conceptual Metadata Search with DataFinder. 
We developed and constructed a metadata search capability for use in the workflow 
construction process called DataFinder.  DataFinder provides semantic overlays for the
existing metadata attributes, enriching the information content.  This addresses the 
mapping challenges of the metadata search problem.  DataFinder also provides an 

 

efficient, scalable search capability that is directly linked to the metadata storage systems 
used by the computational grid. 
 
A core focus of the SCEC/CME project has been on the development of workflow tools 
for supporting Pathway 1 and Pathway 2 computations.  The computations themselves 
are executed using computational Grid technologies.  As a result, a large number of data 
products will be created and stored.  Locating relevant existing data products thus 
becomes a difficult task.  Aiding this task are sets of metadata attributes that are stored 
using the Grid’s Metadata Catalog Service (MCS).1  Underlying the MCS system is a 
relational database management system (RDBMS), which provides the technology for 
managing large numbers of files with large amounts of metadata describing their content. 
 
The workflow process (Figure 43) involves generating workflow templates, instantiating 
the template to create an executable script and then executing the workflow using Grid 
resources.  The DataFinder system we developed fits into this process at the workflow 
instantiation phase.  Using metadata associated with existing data files, the DataFinder is 
used interactively during workflow instantiation to find existing files which meet the 
requirements of the particular pathway computation.  This allows reuse of existing files 
such as seismic wave velocity meshes instead of the potentially time-consuming 
generation of duplicate data products. 
 

                                                

Workflow Template 
Creation 

Workflow Template 
Instantiation

 
1 Grid-Based Metadata Services, Ewa Deelman, Gurmeet Singh, Malcolm P. Atkinson, Ann Chervenak, 
Neil P Chue Hong, Carl Kesselman, Sonal Patil, Laura Pearlman, Mei-Hui Su, 16th International 
Conference on Scientific and Statistical Database Management (SSDBM04), 21-23 June 2004 Santorini 
Island Greece 

etadata Catalog Service for Data Intensive Applications, by Gurmeet Singh, Shishir Bharathi,Ann 
 Sonal Patil, and Laura Pearlman.  SC 2003. 

A M
Chervenak, Ewa Deelman, Carl Kesselman, Mary Manohar,

Locate Existing 
Data Files

Workflow 
Execution 

Configure Data 
Creation Program

Figure 43.  Workflow Process.  DataFinder is used to locate existing data files for 
use in a workflow execution.. 
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Our DataFinder integrates seamlessly with the Grid MCS by connecting directly to the 
relational database that is the metadata repository for MCS.  This direct connection is 
achieved via PowerLoom’s2 powerful database access layer, which provides DataFinder 
with the necessary scalability to handle the task of locating relevant data products in a 
large repository.  The marriage of database technology to handle large datasets, along 
with an expressive concept and rule language supported by the PowerLoom reasoning 
engine gives us both the scalability to handle the SCEC datasets as well as the inferential 
power to map different metadata attributes into a common set of domain terms.  It also 
allows us to add semantic enhancements by overlaying the raw metadata with a hierarchy 
of concepts, providing for more abstract views. 
 

                                                 
2 http://www.isi.edu/isd/LOOM/PowerLoom/ 
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Figure 44.  DataFinder Web Interface 

Our focus this year was to provide search capabilities to support the Pathway 2 workflow 
instantiation.  An important part of that workflow involves the use of velocity mesh data 

ructures to use as inputs to wave propagation codes.  These velocity meshes describe 
the wave propagation characteristics of the subsurface geography.  When performing a 
wave propagation computation, it is first necessary to either locate a suitable existing 
mesh or to generate one from scratch.  Regenerating one from scratch is an expensive 
operation.  It is therefore desirable to reuse existing meshes whenever possible.   Up to 
now this was hard to do, because there was no search capability and scientists would have 

st
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MCS ID 14999  
Logical file name org.scec.cme_MEDIA_5509  
Velocity model cvm3.0  
Origin longitude -118.6  
Origin latitude 34.25  
Opposite corner longitude -118.49436  
Opposite corner latitude 34.34037  
Bottom of volume 4875.0  
Top of volume 0.0  
Mesh spacing 125.0  

Table 4.  Results of DataFinder Query.  This table shows the metadata fields 
returned by DataFinder to allow the user to make a quick evaluation of a file’s 
relevance.  Drill down to the full metadata is also available through the interface. 

h of data files to find suitable 
sily. 

r, 

e 
ing the DataFinder, so additions of models and model types to the 

 
ly information actually stored in the metadata repository is 

ad to manually browse the metadata of large numbers 
products.  With the help of DataFinder these meshes can now be found much more ea
 
The general outline of the matching procedure is to locate a velocity mesh that covers the 
required geographic volume, with the required scale (interval between mesh points), and 
which is the result of an acceptable velocity model.  For now selection is an interactive 
process involving the user, but it is amenable to automation. 
 
To support user interaction, Scott Callahan designed a web-based interface to DataFinde
shown in Figure 44.  Results of a typical query are shown in Table 4.  This web-based 
interface communicates with the DataFinder webservice using the SOAP protocol.  The 
selection of model types and individual velocity model instances is made available to th
nterface by queryi

ontology will be automatically reflected in the interface. 
 
The current SCEC system uses one of six velocity models to generate the velocity mesh 
data structures.  They are shown in blue in Figure 45, with the type of model shown by
he hierarchy in green.  The ont

the specific model instance used in generating the dataset.  The ontology used in 
PowerLoom provides the semantic overlay of the model types.  The practical benefit of 
this is to allow a search for data products based on the type of model used as well as just 
on the specific model instance.  In other words, one could use DataFinder to retrieve all 
velocity mesh objects based on a 3d velocity model, if the details of the particular model 
used for the velocity profile were not a critical parameter. 
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Figure 45.  Velocity Model Classes and Instances. 

In addition to semantic enrichment, the DataFinder program also provides combined 
predicates for geographic containment.  These predicates use several of PowerLoom’s 
fe tual 
c ).  
This provides efficiency and 

s to be transmitted to the DataFinder 

lity will then be made available using the 

 

e 

ort 
nd 

atures to provide an efficient, scalable and composable solution.  First of all, the ac
omputation of geographic containment is done via a native database query (in SQL

scalability by exploiting what databases are good at and by 
limiting the amount of information that need
application itself.  In other words, by aggregating constraints on several separate pieces 
of metadata into a single database query, we can greatly increase the efficiency of the 
search process.  Composability comes from PowerLoom’s ability to name relations and 
the presence of a reasoning engine, which can interpret compound queries using these 
named relations. 
 
The current code only supports containment based on rectangular prisms aligned with the 
latitude and longitude grid.  This will be expanded in the future to handle arbitrarily 

tated grids as well.  This expanded capabiro
existing DataFinder interface. 
 
The DataFinder builds on and extends the capabilities of the existing MCS repository.  It
adds the ability to use compound queries and semantic overlays on the underlying raw 
metadata.  It addresses a different need than the current metadata display tools used in th
SCEC/CME program.  Those tools can be used to inspect the metadata for a given data 
product.  They do not provide an integrated and efficient way to search for data products 
based on a combination of metadata attributes.  DataFinder also has the ability to supp
multiple formats for the metadata and to insulate the end user from having to understa
all of the details of the underlying metadata formats. 
 
DataFinder has been deployed to the SCEC Tomcat server running on wave.usc.edu. 
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Figure 46.  Semantic Metadata Translation.  Prototype design for translating 
from FGDC metadata into the SCEC metadata schema. 

Ontology-based Metadata Translation.   
Metadata are produced by different researchers and institutions using different schemata.  
To provide uniform access to data products using these different schemata, we need to 
support translation between them. We address this by constructing a knowledge model 
(ontology) to describe the data products.  This model is encoded in the PowerLoom.  
PowerLoom provides a logical deductive engine that can reason about the data model.  
This data model is used to describe the relevant terms in a domain.  Rules and links to 
transformation procedures enable us to perform semantic mappings that go beyond purely 
syntactic transformations. 
 
For example, locations can be specified using UTM coordinates or latitude and longitude 
pairs.  Latitude and longitude can be expressed in either decimal degrees or degree-
minute-second form.  Transformation procedures linking these alternate representations 
allow translation.  Furthermore, by understanding the hierarchical relationship between 
general and specific terms, the metadata translator supports information expressed at 
differing levels of detail.  For example, a particular metadata set may not have a data item 
that corresponds directly to the term “Fault.”  All of the information may be encoded 
using the type of fault instead (i.e., Strike-slip fault, normal fault, reverse fault, etc.)  
Semantic translation support backed by an ontology that encodes these relationships 
allows interpretation and bridging of differences in specificity. 
 
The semantic translator has a common model of terms relevant to datasets of interest.  
Each metadata schema has a mapping into and out of this common model. Adding 
support for a particular metadata schema involves providing a mapping between the 
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metadata schemata and this core model.  Using a common model and mapping to and 
om that model means we do not have to generate an exhaustive collection of pair-wise 

n 

e a 
ser who is more familiar with the FGDC metadata (or more likely, having a tool for 

 

CEC 
ion.  This translation system uses 

e same technology base as DataFinder, which allows us to easily integrate it into future 

 to 
te 

fr
schema translators.  With translation one can build search engines for SCEC data 
products that can use multiple metadata “languages.” 
 
To demonstrate this capability, we developed a prototype supporting translation betwee
the SCEC metadata and the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) metadata 
standard.  A sample transaction using this process is shown in Figure 46.  We assum
u
formulating FGDC queries) wishes to find velocity information for part of the Los 
Angeles basin.  The query is sent to the translator where the FGDC terms are mapped to a
logical model of the data.  A separate mapping from the logical data model to SCEC 
metadata terms is then made and the search can proceed using SCEC’s search 
mechanisms.  The basic functionality of the prototype was presented at the 2004 S
annual meeting as a poster and associated demonstrat
th
versions of DataFinder.  It will then gain powerful translation capabilities as well. 
 
Development of Metadata Models.   
Metadata-based search is only as good as the available metadata allows.  This can be 
mitigated to some degree using the techniques for semantic overlays that we discussed 
above with DataFinder.  Sometimes, however, there just isn’t enough raw information
allow automated reasoning.  In those cases, one needs to design or extend an appropria
metadata model.  

Figure 47: SCEC/CME Velocity Mesh Conceptual Model 
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Working together with SCEC scientists, we developed a more detailed and principled 
model of the metadata associated with datasets that describe mesh structures.  These 
datasets are used in the computational workflows to represent velocity structures an
results of computation outputs.  Part of this development is realized in the DataFinder 
ontology for finding velocity meshes and for describing velocity models.  But extending

d the 

 
the m

sion 

s showing seismic wave 
action

it will 
be ne

 as 
scribe these vectors 

includ
n 

rence 

mance computational and data services for SCEC Pathway 

e 
, 

losely with the Knowledge 
(CAT  

i) enable non-

odels will allow for more transformations and reuse of existing data products. 
 
The model shown in Figure 47 describes the data meshes used for velocity structure data.  
They are temporally invariant 3D meshes, although it would be a fairly simple exten
to include a time axis in a 4D Mesh.  This would be needed to describe the output of 
simulation codes that are used in visualization or animation

 and ground motions.  The 4D mesh information is also used as the input to 
analysis routines that produce seismic hazard maps. 
 
One of the interesting areas for further development is the description of the data 
elements.  To allow for more automated use and transformation of the data meshes, 

cessary to describe the meaning as well as the format of the data elements.  In 
general, these data elements are vectors that describe physical properties or phenomena.  
For example, in a velocity mesh, there might be data values for the P-wave velocity
well as the S-wave velocity.  The metadata that is necessary to de

es the data type (i.e., IEEE double float), the units in which it is expressed (i.e., 
m/s), the physical property that is described (i.e., S-wave velocity).  The latter descriptio
will need to connect with the domain ontology work in seismology, in order to refe
terms like “S-Wave Velocity”.  This type of semantic connection is needed to give 
meaning to the content of the mesh data structures and to be able to evaluate whether data 
products are, in fact, compatible.  Even if the same information is present, if it is in a 
different order, then the files will not be interchangeable in a workflow. 
 

6.7 Grid Computing – Scientific Workflows 
The objectives of the SCEC Grid working group for Year 4 were to provide 

distributed high perfor
executions under the Community Modeling Environment and the SCEC Virtual 
Organization- computational resources, software and an integrated environment to solv
seismic modeling problems of interest to the SCEC scientists. Also, we aimed to develop
customize and integrate Grid based Workflow tools into SCEC/CME to enable SCEC 
scientists to focus on geophysics problems, automating and abstracting the details of 
execution of these large simulations. In addition, we are developing an integrated 
workflow solution coupling Grid based Workflow tools with Knowledge and Semantic 
tools to meet specific requirements of the SCEC proposal.  

During the past 6 months, the SCEC Grid team worked c
-S) and Semantic tools (Metadata based search) experts at USC/ISI and the SCEC

software team and seismologists teams to develop an integrated framework that addresses 
some of the specific requirements of the SCEC proposal, namely to 
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sophi lows, by 

 
s models (metadata based search capabilities). An 

prelim

 

vices 

and 

rvices at SCEC, at USC and across the 
Terag t 

 

sport,  metadata management, grid based job 
subm

 

y 

sults of their workflows. This 
workf

Pegasus enabled the OpenSHA Hazard Mapping Application (Pathway 1 activity). 
Grid computing details were integrated into the workflow system that they became 

zard Map Data Set Calculator presented the 
user with a Java based GUI interface. Users configured hazard map data sets of interest, 

or pool at USC, showing the workflow 
manage he 

r 
 these hazard 

ap da

ompute 

sticated users of SCEC tools to be able to run large scale, complex workf
abstracting away some system complexities, yet giving the user powerful simulation 
capabilities that she would require in her seismic studies and to ii) develop capability to
capture knowledge about Geo-Physic

inary integrated framework has been developed which combines Grid tools 
(Pegasus, VDS, RLS, MCS, and Globus) which provide powerful workflow capabilities 
and capability to track large amounts of data and files) with CAT-S and LOOM tools. 

An initial implementation of this integrated framework performing an end to end 
Pathway 2 activity was shown at the SCEC All Hands Meeting (June 2005). In this 
demonstration, the user would login into the integrated SCEC portal to access all ser
and run simulation end to end: starting with CAT-S to select the abstract workflow 
activity, use DataFinder to demonstrate metadata search capability, use Pegasus and Grid 
tools to map these workflow onto the SCEC testbed grid.  

Use Grid tools of RLS, MCS, GridFTP to catalog, track and move metadata 
data as needed, execute the simulations on a distributed testbed- multiple workstations, 
clusters and supercomputers and storage se

rid sites at SDSC (San Diego, California) and NCSA (Champaign, Illinois), collec
the results, store them in SRB, and make them available to the user through SOSA. 

The SCEC/CME system includes an intelligent assistant workflow construction
tool, a semantic metadata based search tool, a workflow instantiation tool, file and replica 
management tools, efficient data tran

ission, job scheduling and resource utilization capabilities.  
As part of this activity the Grid team is working on the research and development

of a SCEC workflow manager. This workflow manager is being designed to accept and 
store a set of abstract workflow descriptions from a user. The database also stores 
information about grid configuration for each user. The workflow manager is being 
designed put tasks in each workflow in a queue based on configuration options chosen b
the user,  and launch them per a specified algorithm or by feedback from grid services. It 
helps the user keep track of the status and progress and re

low manager is being developed to meet SCEC/CME requirements. 
As part of Project Year 4, the Grid team worked closely with SCEC seismologists 

and computer scientists to use the Grid based Pegasus workflow approach to solve 
Pathway 1 and Pathway 2 problems demonstrating the versatility and capabilities of this 
system. Specifically: 

transparent to the user. The OpenSHA Ha

and submitted it. This activity utilized the Cond
r enabled execution of complex tasks using a varying number of processors. T

Grid and Workflow based system allowed the use of shared computing resources ove
100 workstations in the SCEC collaboratory substantially speeding up of
m ta set calculations over single dedicated workstations.  

Pegasus enabled Pathway 2 calculations of High Performance Finite Difference 
Code, demonstrating the powerful capability of running simulations on multiple c
resources, and managing submission o of jobs, assembling results.  
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Pegasus was used to run workflows of I/O intensive strain green tensor 
calculations, and the extraction of seismograms from the large sets of data generated, 

The SCEC grid workflow group is activity involved in a new research effort called 
CyberShake. The purpose of this activity is to create Probabilistic Seismic Hazard curves 
for one or more sites in the Los Angeles area. The hazard curves in this study will be 
generated using 3D ground motion simulation rather than empirically derived attenuation 
relationships. The SCEC/CME Project brings all the elements necessary to perform this 
work including the Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA), the geophysical 
models, the validated wave propagation tools, the scientific workflow capabilities, and 
the data management capabilities.  The Grid group contributed towards all aspects of the 
planning, development and execution of the workplan for the Cybershake activity, 
including the decomposition of activities into appropriate workflows for efficient 
execution, in the setup and operations of computational resources and software services 
at SCEC, at HPCC, and on the TeraGrid.  

To support the computational needs of the SCEC/CME project in general and to 
meet the requirements for the CyberShake activity, the Grid Group played a key role in 
helping to set up and operate the SCEC testbed. To this end we helped establish the 
software stack needed on each workstation and compute node at SCEC, on HPCC at 
USC, at USC/ISI and the TeraGrid. 

We worked with administrators at each of these sites to help set up machines, 
accept Grid Security Certificates, install appropriate software, set up accounts, run test 
services. We customized and extended a monitoring framework and developed scripts to 
monitor grid based services in real-time to track the status of compute resources on the 
SCEC grid. The monitoring tool is accessible at http://core.isi.edu/nagios/

showing data management, replica management, data transport capabilities of the Grid 
based Pegasus workflow approach.  

. Any SCEC 
user can view the results at anytime to monitor the current status of the SCEC testbed. 
We intend to extend the services monitored to add application specific tests along with a 
represe

A  allows convenient lookup 
of the metadata stored in the MCS database. This metadata is generated and stored by the 

r delete the 
ity 

ntative workflow that exercises each component. 
 web based graphical user interface was developed that

SCEC workflows. This web based interface allows the users to query, add o
data items from the MCS. It also allows attribute based search capability and the abil
to add, modify or delete attributes from a data item. 
 

6.8 Scientific Visualizations 

6.8.1 Puente Hills Visualizations 
To support a SCEC Press Conference in May 2005 describing an Earthquake 

Spectra article written by SCEC/CME Project member Ned Field, a team of project 
members created animations of a 10HZ Puente Hills simulated rupture. 
 The Puente Hills simulation was run by Robert Graves. The simulation output 
data was transferred into the SCEC Digital Library. David Okaya performed initial data 
handling of the Puente Hills 3D simulation in support of the SDSC visualization 
products. Then the SDSC Visualization Services group, created a series of animations 
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showing the Puente Hills simulation. An image from these remarkable animations is 
shown in Figure 48.  
 Many regional and national news agencies picked up these animations and use
them to explain the SCEC research results detailed in the Earthquake Spectra arti
  

d 
cle. 

6.8.2 SCEC Visual Data Object (SCEC-VDO) Development 
During Project Year 4, a group at USC lead by Graduate student Peter Powers 

worked on the development of visualization tools to facilitate study of static stress, fault, 
and seismicity interactions. 

 
sta
(CF
ref s 
changes induced by an earthquake change the stresses on actual faults, rather than over a 

gion and calculated for "optimally-oriented" planes. The second goal is motivated by a 
tter characterize seismicity in tectonically active regions relative to the major 

faults in the region. 
Separate codes were developed to calculate static stress changes on CFM faults and 

to examine seismicity distributions relative to known faults. Future work will incorporate 

Figure 48: Ground motion velocity in the Los Angeles area from a 
Puente Hills earthquake. X Component of velocity. 

The two research goals for this year were (1) to continue to examine the effects of
tic stress changes on 3D faults as defined in the SCEC Community Fault Model 
M) and (2) to develop a framework for analyzing seismicity in a fault-specific 

erence frame. The first goal is motivated by a need to understand how static stres

re
need to be
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s into SCEC-VDO so that SCEC-VDO can be used for data exploration and 
analysis as well as visualization. 

The research goals above also necessitated a transition from LA3D to SCEC-
D, developed over years 1-3 by the SCEC UseIT interns, served as a 

 for viewing faults, earthquakes, and other georeferenced data sets in 
southern California. SCEC-VDO, on the other hand, can display global datasets and is 

etadata structure that permits enhanced interactivity and data exploration. 
ple, this metadata structure will make it easier for users to pick and choose 

rupture sources for static-stress change calculations and examine the resultant s
 aftershock seismicity associated with the earthquake rupture event. 

 believe that the transitioned to SCEC-VDO (from LA3D) as the pr
or future SCEC UseIT intern development will benefit the SC

group. This new code with its plugin architecture does not have the hard coded 
e used by the earlier LA3D software. Examples of th

and the new SCEC-VDO code are shown below. 
As an example of the SCEC-VDO we used this new program to work within a 

ic reference frame to characterize scaling relations of seismi
nearby faults. 

Figure 49: Map view of static stress changes caused by a ~50km long, vertical 
rupture on the northern San Andreas fault in the vicinity of Palm Springs 

he (star). Stress changes are calculated for planes of similar orientation to t
San Andreas fault. 
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Figure 51: View (using LA3D) through mesh topography of the San Andreas 
Fault. The same static stresses resulting from the event in figure 1 are 

ault. displayed but calculated for individual triangles of the 3D San Andreas F
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Figure 50: Screenshot of SCEC-VDO development showing interface for 
managing and displaying earthquake catalog objects with the new plugin API. 
View of Northridge rupture plane with focal mechanisms of events M>4.5 

 
 



Figure 52: Screenshot of SCEC-VDO development showing interface for 
managing and displaying fault objects with the new plugin API. Also note 
visualization enhancements such as fault transparency and mixed mesh/solid 
appearance. View is to north along San Jacinto fault. 

6.8.3 Grid-based Visualization Tools 
A visualization group at ISI has been developing grid-based visualization tools. The 

visualization effort at ISI has been focused on developing an interactive browsing 
framework for large SCEC datasets. We believe that high-fidelity exploration with 
multiple interactive parameters is a very important part of the scientific simulation 
process. Not only do scientists need to communicate visual structures and behaviors in 
their results, but the development of new codes, models, and even queries is a tightly 
it

 
th id based 
to
s  In contrast 
to a conventional distributed storage system, this combination of remote storage and co-

age System, with the ability to run 
 data representations and feature 

nitial partitioning and staging 

ur task 

erative process that is most efficiently supported in a feedback-rich setting.   
Both interactivity and animation of these large datasets require raw speed and

roughput not available on the conventional workstation. We are using the Gr
ols for acquiring and connecting multiple distributed resources, which can be used to 

olve large data storage and computation problems in a short amount of time.

located computing power constitutes an Active Stor
customized domain-specific algorithms for complex
analysis.  

The Grid Visualization Utility (GVU) provides for the i
of an entire 4D time series across remote sites, as well as interactive exploratory 
browsing of this data from the scientist's desktop, using custom data filters. Our recent 
technical report shows performance results indicating good scalability of o
distribution, as well as some predictable load-balancing challenges. 
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During Project Year 4, we have developed some necessary offline preprocessing 
utilities for out-of- core volume down-sampling to meet practical resource limitations, 
and other basic filters for meeting visualization format conventions, as well as for 
handling overlay graphics such as faults and maps. The task processing framework has 
been developed further to address the problem of general purpose plug-ins, such as 
iso-surface calculations or divergence and curl measurement, as well as extensions that 
will eventually support high resolution Tiled and VR displays. In order to facilitate
system testing and setup, the GVU browser was modified to execute with full 
functionality as a single desktop process. The GVU browser exhibits a number of
features, including simple movie choreography and rendering, jitter control, and 
performance measurement capabilities. 

An ima

for 

 basic 

 new 

ge of the volumetric TeraShake data produced using our Grid-based 
isualization tools is shown in Figure 53. 

 

sis) 

 analysis routines into a single software 
to retrieve observed seismograms accessible 

v

Figure 53: SCEC TeraShake: Supporting a storage intensive simulation. Image 
shows signed X-component of velocity vector, roughly aligned with the San 
Andreas Fault line. Blue and red lobes depict waves moving in opposite 
directions along the fault, moments after the rupture. Simulated region extends 
from San Joaquin Valley CA, to Mexico, across the Los Angeles basin 

6.9 Data and Metadata Management 

6.9.1 Access to Observed and Synthetic Data 
IRIS participates in the SCEC-ITR Project with the primary goal of making IRIS data
directly available for use within the Community Modeling Environment and additionally 
providing IT and programming experience to support other CME efforts. 
IRIS released the first version of SOSA (Synthetic and Observed Seismogram Analy
in April, 2005. The SOSA 1.0 application combines the common tasks of retrieving 
bserved and synthetic seismograms and applyingo

application. The tool enables researchers 
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through a DHI (Data Handling Interface) and seismograms saved locally or accessible 
through an SRB (Storage Resource Broker). Seismograms retrieved from any source can 
be processed together, allowing easy comparison between synthetics and observed 
seismograms. Built-in processing abilities are re-sampling, tapering, filtering, rotation, 
convolution with instrument response and correlation between seismograms; web 
services provide access to other processes. Scientists may save seismograms into SAC or 
mSEED format. Saved seismograms include associated metadata that details the 
source(s) of the seismogram and history of processing, including application version and 
computational platform. Figure 54 shows a screenshot from the processing portion of 
SOSA 1.0. 
 

 
Figure 54: Setting up a comparison between a synthetic seismogram (top waveform
and observed (bottom waveform) in SOSA. 

) 

OSA remains in active development. The next release, scheduled for Summer 2005, 
m over 60 SCEC model runs, using the 

ions of 

nd 

 
S
includes easy access to synthetic seismograms fro
newly developed Data Distribution System. Direct links between station locat
observed seismograms and synthetics allow comparison at known events as well as 
retrieval from precise station locations. Search windows for simulations (Figure 55) a
locations (Figure 56) are shown below. A preliminary version of SOSA 1.1 will be 
released at the end of June, 2005 as part of the IRIS SCEC-ITR work.  Also in 
development is a scriptable version of SOSA. 
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Figure 55: Simulation filtering and selection panel from SOSA v. 1.1 
 
 

 
Figure 56: Location selection for simulation seismogram retrieval. In this instance 

 
 
Ins
IRI
imp e SCEDC 

n tw
via fort 
still  
as w

this

the locations were chosen from known seismic stations. 

tallation of the DHI at Other Data Centers 
S efforts have also led to better access to California seismic data through 
lementation of the CORBA-based DHI (Data Handling Interface). Th

became fully operational in February 2005 and allows programmatic access to event, 
e ork and waveform data specific to Southern California. That data can be accessed 

SOSA, other IRIS DHI clients, or programmatically with CORBA.  Additional ef
 needs to be spent in improving the reliability of the DHI server technology at Caltech
e still notice occasional problems in the servers.  We are working with the Caltech 

SCEDC to improve the reliability of the installation.  Good progress has been made in 
 area however. 
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We
cen e presently waiting for ORFEUS to complete some technical tasks before 

the IS DMC 
the  
at b
 
We  the DHI 

wing 
yet 
service will allow users to easily develop their own programmatic access to these data in 

is being 
don tion with USArray activities. 
 
Metad  
IRIS is o and Seismographic Networks 
(FDSN  seismograms.  Considerable 
progres a tor project as 
well as rking group was formed under the auspices 
of the F  
the SCE -

iscovery and Distribution (DDDS) 
s to 

 

cluding Marcio Faerman, Arcot Rajasekar, and Lucas 
Gilbert.  The integration of DDDS within SOSA was accomplished by Joanna Muench, 
of IRIS. DDDS provides the following functions:   
• Metadata-driven access:  DDDS processing is controlled by metadata associated with 

simulations and their surface seismograms.  Metadata consist of attribute / value 
pairs, which may be assigned manually or through the CME Pathway 2 automation 
system.  Metadata may be associated with a simulation for a variety of purposes, but 
as long as a necessary minimum set of attributes is populated, DDDS will 
automatically be able to retrieve the simulation and its seismograms. 

• SRB Support:  DDDS retrieves simulation and seismogram data from the Storage 
Resource Broker (SRB) running at the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC).  
Simulations currently accessible in the SRB include several dozen Basin Motion 
Validation simulations and two TeraShake simulations from 2004, as well as various 
test simulations created through CME Pathway 2 in 2005.   

• Simulation discovery:   DDDS enables users to browse all available simulations, or 
single simulations, and shows their associated metadata at both a summary and detail 

 have also issued a contract to ISTI to install the DHI services at the ORFEUS data 
ter.  We ar

this work proceeds.  We hope to install these services at the University Nevada Reno in 
coming year since most of the Reno data is already available through the IR
priority of this activity was lowered.  We also intend to install the DHI event services
oth ISC and NEIC as well as time permits. 

b Service Wrappers for
Another important IRIS effort is to provide a web service interface to the DHI, allo

another means of accessing event, network and waveform data from IRIS. The web 

a wide variety of languages including Java, C/C++, Matlab and Flash. This work 
e cooperatively with Linus Kamb, in conjunc

ata definition for synthetics. 
 w rking with the Federation of Digital Broadb
) to develop the metadata definition of synthetic
s h s already been made in the context of the Japanese Earth Simula
 the European SPICE initiative.  A wo
DSN and IRIS’ representatives include David Okaya, who is also very active in
C ITR project.  

 

6.9.2 Data D
The Data Discovery and Distribution System provide a simple set of mechanism

find and retrieve earthquake simulation data products.   DDDS is driven by metadata 
associated with simulations, which enables simulations and seismograms to be retrieved 
in a standardized way.  The DDDS team included Vipin Gupta, Raymond Pun, Scott 
Callaghan, Simon Latyshev, Siddarth Adelkar, Kashmira Katkade, and Steve Doubleday
(Less Computing).   The development effort benefited greatly from extensive support 
from the SDSC SRB team, in
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level.  This enables users to identify which simulations are of interest for seismogram 
retrieval. 

• Seismogram retrieval:  Once a simulation has been selected, DDDS enables users to 
retrieve seismograms for a single mesh point or a set of mesh points.  The 
seismograms are retrieved as a package -- a zip file containing a README file that 
documents the details of the retrieval request, a file of all the metadata associated 
with the request, and the individual seismograms in SAC format in the three 
component directions.   

• SOSA Integration:   DDDS has been integrated within the SOSA seismogram 
analysis tool, enabling comparison of synthetic seismograms with seismograms from 
actual events. 

• Multiple format support:   DDDS provides uniform handling of a number of 
variations of simulation formats, including:  

o Full and decimated meshes 
o Points located coincident with the mesh coordinates (“corners”) or centered 

between the mesh coordinates (“centers”) 
o Big- and little-endian seismogram storage 
o TeraShake and KBOSim seismogram data file storage formats 
o Rotated and non-rotated meshes  
o “Fencepost” variations including retaining all points (N intervals and N+1 

mesh points) and dropping the last point (N intervals and N mesh points) 
• web interface.   
 

rchitecture 

he 

d 

 Web user interface:  DDDS functions are available through a simple 

A
The architecture of the applications described above is depicted in Figure 57.  

Presentation logic is maintained in the Web Tier for DDDS, a web application, and in t
Client Tier for the Java client applications SOSA and VMM.  All three applications make 
use of business logic in the Business Tier, in the form of the SCEC Library.  The SCEC 
Library, in turn, accesses resources in the Resource Tier – the SRB, for simulations an
seismograms needed by DDDS and SOSA, and the CME Workflow System, for velocity 
mesh generation by VMM.   
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Figure 57: Data Discovery and Distribution System Architecture. 

At a lower level of the application architecture, dependencies within the softw
were externalized through the use of a light-weight open-source Java container called 
Spring (http://www.springframework.org).  Spring uses a software pattern known as 
Inversion of Control (IOC) to reduce tight coupling among different parts of the system. 
Relationships between parts of the system are defined through Java interfaces, whose 
implementations are provided by Spring at run-time, rather than being “hard-wired” into 
the Java code.  For example, the code within the SCEC Library that accesses the SRB is 
hidden behind an interface called SRBWrapper.  There are two implementations of t
interface, an SRBWrapperImpl class that has the actual logic for reading from the SRB, 
and a TestingSRBWrapper, which provides simple in-memory and loca

are 

 

hat 

l file-system-
based i g.  At 

ent approach called test-driven development (TDD).  TDD is a set of technical 
practices that focus on incorporating automated testing into the development process.  
User requirements are expressed as high-level “acceptance” tests, which define what 
would constitute acceptable behavior for the system from the user perspective.  The 

mplementations of the SRBWrapper functions, for use in automated testin
run-time, based on an XML configuration, Spring provides either the real or the testing 
implementation.  This enables development and testing of one component to proceed 
independently of other components that may be unavailable or that may change over 
time.   
 
Test-Driven Development  

To achieve a higher level of software quality with greater programmer 
productivity, work on the DDDS, VMM and SCEC Library projects relied on a 
developm
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acceptance tests are written in a simple scripting language supported by an open-source 
fram

t” 
(http://www.junit.org).   Ideally, irst, and then the 
code is written which makes t e test  and run successfully.  The cycle is repeated 
the next bit of function.  Unit tests are written at the smallest possible level – typically, to 
verify the behavior of one m s.  To minimize side effects, the 
collaborators of the class under test are carefully controlled.  The Spring framework 
sup ns of collaborators, whose 
eh nds to drive the system 
ow ity, 

 run with 

s an external dependency (on 
he 

ent, 

ect, as the body of code grows, the pace 
of development slows, b nge must be analyzed for its effects on the 
exis omple ity of s.  On a test-driven 
pro t stays close to constant, because the impact of each new 
cha  by running the tests.  The tests that fail 
def ttention immediately on the 

ini

ent 
such as SCEC, where a given system may be used only sporadically, and where teams 
and expertise m bly depending on funding availability and 
prio  tests  can be determined in short order, 
eve ity.  Exam  the tests by programmers new to the 
sys hat a  works and why, instead of having to wonder 
wha e documentation is out 
f d

ework called “fit” (http://fit.c2.com).  DDDS currently has 728 acceptance tests; 
VMM has 68 acceptance tests.  Once acceptance tests have been defined, the code 
necessary to run the tests successfully is written.   In this way, the development is said to 
be “test-driven” – functions are added to the system in order to make the tests run 
successfully.  Ideally, every function in the system should be described in an acceptance 
test; running the acceptance tests constitutes a verification of the extent to which the 
system is complete and meets its requirements.   

At a more granular level, each behavior within the system is subject to an 
automated unit test written in an open-source framework called “juni

the test for a new behavior is written f
h compile

ethod in one clas

ports this approach, by enabling the use of simple versio
avior is finite and predictable.  This unit testing practice teb

t ard a better object-oriented design, where each object has a single clear responsibil
and each method does only one thing, but does it well.   Currently the SCEC Library has 
142 junit tests that run without any external dependencies, and 19 junit tests that
external dependencies (directly testing the SRB).   DDDS has 11 junit tests that run 

ithout any external dependencies, and 1 junit test that haw
t web server). 

There are a number of beneficial side effects of test-driven development.  
Although it appears that creating tests is extra work and should slow down developm
the opposite is generally the case.  Automated unit tests replace ad hoc unit testing and 
extended debugging sessions.  On a typical proj

ecause each new cha
ting code, and the c x interactions continuously increase

ject, the pace of developmen
nge can be immediately assessed simply
ine the impact of the change, and focus the developers’ a

mum changes necessary to support the new function.   m
The combination of acceptance tests and unit tests constitute a powerful 

regression testing tool, enabling a team to determine quickly whether the system is still 
working or not.  This is of particular usefulness in a scientific and research environm

ay be dispersed unpredicta
rity.  By running the , the state of the system

ination ofn after long periods of inactiv
knowtem enables them to  w ctually

t parts of the code are unused and broken, and how much of th
ate. o
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6.9.3 SCEC Digital Library 
In this section, we describe the working group activities related to the development of 
SCEC Community Digital Libraryth  during the 4  year of the project. This document 

includes information regarding: 
A public read-only account is available to access SCEC collections r

e th

ollowing login information: 

egistered in the 
Storage Resource Broker (SRB). The SCEC digital library is distributed between SDSC, 

SU, SIO, and USC.  SDSC provides storage space for over 100 Terabytes oSD f tape 
archive, and on average 4 Terabytes of on-line disk space.  Cache disk space to support 
applications on average is about 5 Terabytes. 

Public access is provided using the f
 
SRB User Name:   public 
SRB User Domain Name:  scec 
SRB User Password:  public 
SRB Port Number:  8850 
SRB Host:    tgsrb.sdsc.edu 

 
Users can also access the SCEC public collections from a web browser, using the 

following URL:http://www.sdsc.edu/SCEC/
Public collections are placed under the SRB path /home/sceclib.scec. These 

collections are maintained by SCEC curators. 
 

A curator account is used to manage the publication of data and metadata on the 
SCEC Digital Library. The curator account has ownership and write access to the 
collections published at /home/sceclib.scec. Only SCEC curators have access to this 
account. 

Curator account information: 
 
SRB User Name:   
SRB User Domain Name:  

sceclib 

riority datasets using, for security 

scec 
SRB Port Number:  8850 
SRB Host:    tgsrb.sdsc.edu 

 
A new account has been created to backup high p

reasons, different login information from the main curator account. 
 
Backup account information: 
 
SRB User Name:   srbackup
SRB User Domain Name:  sdsc 
SRB Port Number:  8850 
SRB Host:    tgsrb.sdsc.edu 

 
Collections that have been registered 
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- Terashake.  The SCEC digital library holds over 50 Terabytes of simulation output
including checkpoint files, volume data, surface data, and derived data products f
seismograms and visualizations. 

- Frechet kernel.  The SCEC digital library has a separate collection for the G
function database, with over 30 Terabytes of data inc

, 
or 

reens 
luding backups. 

-  the 

ic 

Serv
digital entities (simulation output, 

obse a ta about each digital entity, and services that 
can u
through the SCEC portal into seismic-oriented interaction environments.  An initial 
assessm U) as part of a seminar: 

“I have been navigating the on-line sce
a so bout the 

iment 
face 

ange, almost revolutionize, their way of 

 

on java interface to the SRB, and the SOSA (IRIS) synthetic data access 
interface that is also based on the Jargon java interface. 
 
Scenario-Oriented Interfaces 

Marcio Faerman and the graduate students Yi Li and Visakan Kalimuthu in 
collaboration with Steve Day, Kim Olsen and Bernard Minster have developed digital 
library interfaces which allow users to interactively access data and metadata of ground 
motion collections, within a seismic oriented context. 
 
3D Ground Motion Collection for the Los Angeles Basin 

Access to a collection of SCEC wave propagation simulation data sets is available 
at URL:  http://sceclib.sdsc.edu/LAWeb

Derived products.  Seismograms are stored for additional simulations, including
3D ground motion LA basin collection.  This includes 62 earthquake scenarios. 

- Document collection.  This includes SCEC internal documentation as well as publ
accessed reports. 

 
ices that have been developed 

The SCEC digital library includes the 
rv tional data, visualizations), metada
be sed to access and display selected data sets.  The services have been integrated 

ent of the user interfaces was done with Steve Day (SDS
narios, especially TeraShake, totally 

b rbed, for the past half hour--it is fascinating to be able to ask questions a
behavior of these scenarios as you move around the LA basin to different sed
depths,  and then answer the questions with waveforms from the ground motion inter
almost instantaneously. This interface is already a tremendous tool for conveying the 
simulation results to the scientists doing them, and now I'm really looking forward to 
showing the engineers how it might help ch
thinking about ground motion as well.” 

In addition to the services, SRB APIs are used to develop additional interfaces to
e SCEC collection.  Examples include the DDDS (USC) data discovery interface based th

on the Jarg

A collaboration between the PEER and SCEC project, called "3D Ground Motion 
Project for the Los Angeles Basin", has produced 60 earthquake simulation scenarios. 
The earthquake scenarios comprise 10 LA Basin fault models, each associated with 6 
source models. Seismologists and earthquake engineers can access the 3D Ground 
Motion Collection using a Scenario-Oriented Interface developed at SDSC integrating 
seismological applications with the SCEC Community Library supported by the SRB. An 
interactive web application allows users to select an earthquake scenario from a graphical 
interface, choosing both fault and earthquake source models, and then use a seismogram 
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plotting application and a metadata extraction tool. The seismogram plotting application 
displays 1600 receiver locations on a LA Basin map. Users can click on a location and 
obtain seismogram plots from the synthetic data remotely archived through the digital 
library. A metadata extraction tool provides users a pull-down menu, with metadata 
categories describing the selected earthquake scenario.  

A new interface developed this year by Visakan Kalimuthu and Yi Li, shown in 
Figure 58, allows users to browse in real time earthquake engineering parameter metadata 
associated with each receiver location by just moving the mouse over a LA Basin map. 
The real time metadata attributes include: 
 

• Receiver Location Latitude, 
• Receiver Location Longitude, 
• Receiver Location Model Name, 
• Distances from receiver locations to 4 iso-surfaces representing basin sediment 

levels, 
• 2 Standard distances from receiver location to the fault. 

 
Moreover, the new interface allows users to extract response spectral values 

computed for each scenario. Profiles of multiple receiver location for comparative 
analysis are also generated. In addition to the 60 earthquake scenarios defined in the 
SEQ.1 work plan, we also integrated TeraShake ground motion information with the LA 
Basin interface. 
 
The interface allows the scientist to track basin sediment boundaries interactively and 
watch the impact on the resulting seismograms and spectral information. 
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Figure 58 – Scenario-Oriented Interface for LA Basin.  User can interactively 
browse receiver location engineering parameters metadata by moving the mouse 
over the LA Basin map. The interface also allows seismogram plotting and spectral 

ata retrieval for location profiles. d

 
TeraShake Scenario-Oriented Interface: URL: http://sceclib.sdsc.edu/TeraShake

Marcio Faerman, Yi Li and Yuanfang Hu developed the TeraShake Scenario-
Oriented Interface and integrated it with Kim Olsen’s WebSim seismogram plotting 
app alic tion. A user can select a Terashake simulation scenario, select a location on the 

ac , and by pointing and clicking over an interactive cumulative peak velocity map surf e
retr e es the correct file within the SCEC 
com u ponents for the chosen 
seis ure 59, to interact with the 
full r Shake scenario, amounting to 1TB per 
sim
 

iev  seismogram plots.  The portal access
m nity digital library, and displays all three velocity com

own in Figmogram. Users can use this web application, sh
 su face resolution (3000 x 1500) data of a Tera
ulation. 
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Figure 59 – User interaction with the TeraShake Surface Seismograms portlet at the 
SCECLib Portal. The portal accesses the correct file within the SCEC community 
digital library, and displays all three velocity components for the chosen 
seismogram. The seismograms shown in the figure above display velocities 
exceeding 3 m/s on a location near Los Angeles (lat: 34.0326, lon: -118.078), for a 
southeast to northwest earthquake rupture scenario. 
 
Post-Processing Services 

Yuanfang Hu developed several programs to derive information from multi-terabyte 
velocity vector datasets produced by wave propagation simulations. The derived products 
have been using in data analysis, using interactive interfaces and visualizations of 
earthquake simulations. The data derivations include: 

• Creation of seismogram collections for TeraShake simulations for on line 
interactive browsing and plotting, 

• Computation of velocity magnitude, 
• Computation of cumulative peak velocity magnitude, 

ization 

he derived data products have been stored and registered in the SCEC Community 
or interaction within the project and with external collaborators. 

• Computation of displacement vector field, 
• Computation of displacement magnitude, 
• Computation of data statistics used in color mapping calibrations for visual

renderings. 
T
Library f
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Archiving and Staging 

George Kremenek and Don Thorp have developed a set of mechanisms an
strategies to allow high volume data transfer operations from high end parallel computers 
disk caches to archival storage. The design of the archival strategies requires a well tuned 
match between the SCEC data storage demands and resources available at the Teras
infrastructure taking into account reliabil

d 

cale 
ity, performance and cost. George Kremenek 

nd Yuanfang Hu have supported the data archival management for the TeraShake runs 
0TB of data.  The major challenge has been tracking the 

evoluti  the 

 techniques to 
pport staging and pinning of files on the disk cache of the SAM-QFS hierarchical 

ficient data access operations for post analysis. Examples of staging 
and pin

ng movie 

• 

in 

a
including approximately 5

on of the SDSC Teragrid environment to ensure the ability to move data at
required rates. 

George Kremenek and Don Thorp also designed new data staging
su
storage system for ef

ning used in support of SCEC developed this year include: 
 

• Online storage of 13TB of TeraShake volume data for a volume renderi
visualization (see Figure 60). 
Staging for data compression research 

• Seismogram Online Analysis 
• Derivations from Green’s Function Database registered at the SRB, 

collaboration with Li Zhao, Po Chen and Phil Maechling 
 

 
Figure 60 – Volume rendering of the cross-fault velocity component of the NW-S
TeraShake1 simulation. This visualization was rendered on the DataStar P690

odes. The r

E 
 

endering operation greatly benefited by the P690 nodes ability to 
irectly access the SAM-QFS file system, where the simulation data is archived. 

 

n
d
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Grid

een 
l be 

ayne 
ch ed

 
Dat n

est support for data integrity using parallel MD5 
tech l rror! Reference source not found..  The NEES 
project hnology for validating data integrity. 
 
Me

ultiple SCEC/CME metadata schema efforts were 
con li erence analysis performed by David Okaya. Marcio 
Faerma emporal ISO standards with Bernard Minster for 
application on geophysical concepts. 

ussed with Thomas Russ a knowledge representation system 
bas o dards. The result is an interest in the creation of translators 
betw e tation and the ISO standard representation 

a used by DDDS, developed by Steve Doubleday, 
has e or the LA Basin and TeraShake collections and is being 
use o  of simulation results registered at the SCEC digital 
libr

E is developing a standard source representation that 
wil o eneralizable metadata description for new earthquake 
sim
 
Ext s

ser-level extensible schema for the SRB to enhance 
the efficiency of queries on user-level metadata. He has interacted with Steve Doubleday 
on  u  enhance SCEC metadata-based data discovery queries 
for 
 
HD  

describe the content of ground motion collections 
registered at the SCEC Community Library. The HDF5 is an architecture independent 
met a C accessing complex datasets across heterogeneous 
plat rm  point representations.  

eder, from the SRB group, are interacting with the 
HD   remote HDF5 access to datasets stored in SRB 
coll
 

FTP Support on SRB 
The new SRB release 3.3.1 supports GridFTP integration with SRB. The 

CyberSHAke effort is evaluating the use of this feature in handling the data flow betw
the simulation runs and the SCEC Community Library.  The GridFTP technology wil
nstalled on the Teragrid nodes at SDSC in a collaboration between SDSC (Wi

S ro er) and ANL (John Bresnahan). 

a I tegrity Support 
Parallelized message dig

no ogy is discussed in Section E
 is examining similar tec

tadata Schema 
In a meeting at SIO the m

so dated, following a cross ref
n analyzed spatial and t

Marcio Faerman disc
ed n ISO metadata stan

e n the SCEC schema represen
chemA partial consolidated s

 be n registered in the SRB f
eryd f r dynamic data discov

ary. 
A task force with SCEC CM

l pr vide a more precise and g
ulations. 

en ible Schema 
Arcot Rajasekar developed a u

the se of this new feature to
DDDS metadata. 

F5 File Content Metadata Integration 
Yuanfang Hu used HDF5 to 

ad ta standard will help SCE
gfo s, with different floatin

Michael Wan and Way Schro
F5 team, at NCSA, to integrate
ections.  
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7 C sonnel for Project Year 4 
e nd staff that participated on SCEC/CME research 

dur  n this list indicates the individual participated in 
som S is Project Year. However, it does not mean the 
individual received funding for their work through the SCEC/CME Project. 
 

EC 
SC/ISI 

D 

SB 
SB 

U 

SC 

C 

 Varun Ratnakar - ISI/USC 

• Ewa Deelman – ISI/USC 

• Gaurang Mehta – ISI/USC 

 Sheau-Yen Chen - SDSC 

• Steve Cutchin - SDSC 
• Larry Diegel - SDSC 

S EC/CME Per
B low is a list of researchers a

ing the Project Year 4. Mention i
e CEC/CME activities during th
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9 Summary 
The SCEC/CME Project continues as an outstanding example of the NSF 

Information Technology Research Program. The Program goal of encouraging 
interdisciplinary research is being met on a daily basis on our Project. Not only are 
geoscientists and computer scientists working together, but more importantly, innovative, 
and potentially transformative, research is being done in both the geoscience and 
computer science domains. 

The continuing series of strong SCEC/CME Project successes is a result of 
several factors. The Project personnel represent an outstanding group of Geoscientist and 
Computer Scientists. The Project proposal provides a clear focus for the research 
activities, namely, improving the science and practice of Seismic Hazard Analysis. The 
Project development goals, defined as four computational pathways in the Project 
proposal, define a clear series of geophysical and IT research activities that will lead to 
improvements in the practice of Seismic Hazard Analysis. 

In addition, the SCEC/CME Project benefits greatly by being planted and 
nurtured within a vibrant SCEC scientific community. By placing the SCEC/CME 
collaboratory within SCEC, an outstanding synergy has begun to occur. The SCEC/CME 
Project leverages the strong scientific community and expertise that has been developed 
by SCEC geoscientists over the last 13 years. And in reverse, the Project is anticipating 
and addressing the IT needs of SCEC scientists. The leading-edge SCEC/CME IT 
technology has arrived just in time to help the SCEC Geoscientists with their work. By 
locating the SCEC/CME Project within the context of the SCEC community, the SCEC 
Community provides a focusing effect and a user community that ensures the 
SCEC/CME Project is producing capabilities needed by working scientists. 
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